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ABSTRACT
IMMOBILIZED PHOSPHATE-BINDING PROTEIN SYSTEMS TO REMOVE AND
RECOVER PHOSPHATE

Faten Bakri Hussein
Marquette University, 2022

Inorganic phosphorus (Pi) is a critical element for all life and a major component of DNA’s
backbone. Global agriculture requires Pi to support the rapid growth of plants and high crop
productivity. Yet, the mineable Pi supply needed for global agriculture is in short supply in nature
and Pi reserves are unevenly distributed around the world. In contrast, surplus Pi in water poses a
serious pollution problem as it can cause eutrophication. Scarcity of non-renewable Pi resources
combined with pollution in the form of overabundant Pi presents a phosphorus paradox. Tackling
this issue is necessary and using innovative approaches targeting Pi removal to ultra-low levels in
water/wastewater with subsequent recovery for reuse applications can help.
The purpose of this research was to investigate a novel solution utilizing the phosphatebinding protein PstS (PBP) to simultaneously remove and recover Pi from water matrices under
controlled conditions. PBP is naturally expressed by many microorganisms as it is responsible for
Pi transport into cells under conditions of low surrounding P i levels. High affinity and selectivity
towards Pi even at low concentrations is a superior advantage for removal and recovery efforts
addressing the phosphorus paradox. Although PBP offers strong potential for use in engineered
systems, more effective water/wastewater configurations are needed before it can be a potential
sustainable treatment option for Pi removal and recovery. Specifically, improvements in
immobilized PBP’s contact with water, operation in flow-through setup, and adsorption capacity
are critical.
This research investigated three prospective immobilized PBP-based systems. First,
surface-displayed PBP on the outer membrane of E. coli was designed and tested for Pi capture and
release. Previous surface displayed efforts did not address both Pi removal and recovery. Increasing
temperature and ionic strength increased phosphate release by 20% and 50%, respectively. Both
acidic and basic pH conditions promoted Pi release from cells induced to overexpress PBP. Surfacedisplayed PBP systems increased Pi release under controlled conditions compared to periplasmic
PBP overexpressed in the periplasm and control cells without PBP overexpression.
Second, micro-structured immobilized PBP (PBP-NHS resin) was tested in fixed-bed
column configuration, data from which is needed to support practical implementation. Highly
selective Pi separation was observed, and there was no significant decline in the column’s
performance over three consecutive cycles for tertiary wastewater samples, substantiating PBPNHS resin’s reusability. Resin capacity was unaffected by competing anions, whereas a
comparative LayneRTTM ion exchange column experienced a 20% drop in capacity in the presence
of other anions.
Lastly, a PBP-loaded iron oxide particle adsorbent (PBP-IOPs) was shown to improve Pi
adsorption capacity beyond the previous systems. The PBP-IOPs offered rapid Pi adsorption
kinetics, with near-complete removal in less than 5 min. Higher Pi removal was observed at room
temperature, low ionic strength, and slightly acidic conditions. The PBP-IOPs released 99% of total
adsorbed Pi whereas IOPs alone (without immobilized PBP) released only 12%, such that PBPIOPs offer enhanced potential for Pi recovery. Overall research findings advance understanding and
system design using immobilized PBP to remove and recover Pi, supporting a more sustainable
waste-to-resource paradigm.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Inorganic phosphorus (Pi) is an essential nutrient for living organisms. Rapid
growth and high crop productivity require substantial amounts of Pi. However, bioavailable
phosphorus suitable to support cellular growth is in short supply in nature (Filippelli, 2008),
necessitating mining of the non-renewable mineral rock resource. Global phosphorus
deposits are predominantly confined to five countries: China, USA, Russia, Jordan, and
Morocco (Elser, 2012). Depletion of phosphate reserves could be as soon as 2050 in the
US (Smil, 2000), although estimates range widely.
On the other hand, phosphorus is considered a pollutant when excess concentrations
of Pi in water cause eutrophication. The Pi from nonpoint runoff (e.g., urban, and
agricultural lands) and point sources (e.g., municipal and industrial wastewater treatment
facilities) initiates unusually high growth of algae and higher plant forms. The accelerated
growth can disturb the quality of aquatic systems. Nuisance algal blooms can cause
eutrophication, aging, or drinking water crises, as demonstrated by Lake Taihu in China
and Lake Erie in the US/Canada (Mancini et al., 1983; Mayer et al., 2013; Withers et al.,
2015). Eutrophication affects the aesthetic aspects of a waterbody (color and odor), and
also alters the water’s quality and habitat diversity (i.e., loss of dissolved oxygen and
elimination of fish habitat) (Rittmann et al., 2011). The US Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) identified eutrophication as the “biggest overall source of impairment of
the nation’s rivers and streams, lakes and reservoirs, and estuaries” (US Environmental
Protection Agency, 2000). The estimated annual economic loss as a result of freshwater
eutrophication in the US was reported as $2.2 billion in 2008 (Dodds et al., 2009).
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Although conventional wastewater treatment processes can achieve effluent
concentrations down to about 100 µg-P L-1 (Blaney et al., 2007; Kuba et al., 1993), some
surface waters are still prone to algal blooms even at lower Pi levels (Mayer et al., 2013).
Accordingly, strict water quality guidelines and discharge standards exist in some
phosphorus-sensitive locations (e.g., 5-10 µg L-1 in the Great Lakes and Everglades
(Sengupta and Pandit, 2011)). Hence, innovations to reduce Pi to ultra-low levels in both
water and wastewater are critical. Together, overabundant Pi concentrations in many
waterbodies and simultaneous scarcity of Pi as a non-renewable natural resource necessary
to sustain global agricultural production lead to the phosphorus paradox. Addressing this
issue is necessary and using innovative approaches targeting Pi removal to ultra-low levels
and subsequent recovery for reuse applications can help.
A potential sustainable solution to simultaneously remove and recover Pi under
controlled conditions utilizes the phosphate-binding protein PstS (PBP). PBP is a natural
part of many microorganisms’ structure responsible for Pi transport into the cell under
conditions of low ambient Pi levels. The protein has high affinity for Pi and can efficiently
capture it even at low concentrations (Poole and Hancock, 1984; Wu et al., 1999).
Moreover, Pi adsorption using PBP is reversible as a function of pH (Venkiteshwaran et
al., 2018), which facilitates not only removal but recovery. Therefore, PBP-based
adsorption system offers a potentially sustainable treatment option for P i removal and
recovery from water/wastewater. Although PBP offers strong potential for use in
engineered systems, more effective water/wastewater configurations are needed before it
can be a potential sustainable treatment option for Pi removal and recovery from
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water/wastewater. Specifically, improvements in immobilized PBP’s contact with the
water, operation in flow-through operation, and adsorption capacity are critical.
To address these improvements, this research investigated the performance of three
different configurations of PBP systems to remove and recover Pi. To the author’s
knowledge, there were no studies that assessed microbial surface-displayed PBP systems
(bringing PBP into direct contact with the target Pi) for their potential to remove and
recover Pi. Also, utilizing PBP in more practical treatment configurations (i.e., fixed-bed
column) is essential to provide reliable information pertaining to breakthrough times,
adsorption conditions, and the adsorbents’ stability and selectivity during continuous use.
This knowledge gap was addressed for immobilized PBP bead-based systems compared to
an industry-standard ion exchanger. Lastly, the need for improved PBP bead Pi removal
capacity led to examination of a new PBP-loaded magnetic system. This research consisted
the following three objectives:
I.

Synthesize and evaluate a PBP bacterial surface-displayed system to remove
and recover Pi under controlled experimental conditions
Surface-displayed PBP on the outer membrane of E. coli cells was utilized to

remove and recover Pi from water. The hypothesis was that exposing the high-binding
affinity PBP directly to the water matrix would facilitate Pi capture and release in
comparison to PBP’s natural location in cells’ periplasmic space (in which case the cell
membrane and perhaps cytoplasmic regulation could impede PBP release). The proposed
system was designed, verified for protein surface expression and localization,
characterized, and tested for Pi capture and release. Comparison of “periplasmic-expressed
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PBP” versus “surface-expressed PBP” for Pi release capacity was conducted. Objective 1
is presented in Chapter 3.
II.

Perform a fixed-bed column study of a micro-structured immobilized-PBP to
inform design flow-through applications
Continuous flow fixed-bed (packed-bed) column experiments for Pi removal were

conducted using PBP immobilized on micro-structured beads to evaluate column design
parameters. The hypothesis was that Pi removal and recovery in fixed-bed column
operation using PBP resin would not be impeded by the presence of other anions and
cations (whereas current industry standard ion exchange resins such as LayneRT TM are
negatively impacted) due to the high selectivity of PBP-modified resin toward Pi.
Therefore, breakthrough curves of the PBP-modified resin in the presence or absence of
competing ions would be similar. Independent column experiments were conducted to
investigate the effect of different influent Pi concentrations, bed depths (i.e., bed volumes),
and flow rates on the breakthrough curve. Continuous flow fixed-bed column experiments
were also conducted using tertiary wastewater effluent to investigate the water matrix
effect on the overall performance of the PBP column in comparison to a LayneRTTM
column. Objective 2 is presented in Chapter 4.
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III.

Evaluate potential improvements in capacity using a PBP-loaded magnetic
particle system for Pi removal and recovery
Modified magnetic particles for PBP attachment were prepared and tested for their

capacity to remove and recover Pi. The hypothesis was that the system of functionalized
iron oxide particles (IOPs) loaded with PBP would provide higher capacity to remove and
recover Pi compared to unmodified IOPs and previously established PBP-modified resin.
The smaller particle size of IOPs compared to NHS-activated Sepharose beads would be
expected to improve PBP attachment density by a factor of 10 (based on the increase in
particle surface area). Also, PBP-IOPs were expected to facilitate Pi recovery compared to
unmodified IOPs considering the natural binding properties of PBP. The PBP-IOP
adsorbent was tested in adsorption and desorption batch experiments under different
experimental conditions (pH, temperature, and ionic strength). Selectivity of the PBP-IOP
adsorbent was also investigated in synthetic and wastewater matrices. The Pi adsorption
and desorption capacity of PBP-IOPs was compared to unmodified IOPs. Adsorption
kinetic and isotherm studies were also performed. Objective 3 is presented in Chapter 5.
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2
2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Phosphorus in the Environment: Nutrient vs. Pollutant
Inorganic phosphorus (Pi) is an essential element for life as it serves various roles

that sustain cellular vitality. Pi is a key structural component of DNA and RNA and it is
also part of the cell’s energy currency molecule, adenosine triphosphate (ATP). The
average human body contains ~ 650 g Pi in bones (Childers et al., 2011).
Modern society is essentially dependent on phosphate rock to maintain the global
food supply (Cordell et al., 2009). Increased Pi demand led to a 700% price spike in 20072008 (Cordell et al., 2009), which ultimately increased food prices. Hence, potential
concerns for global food security would be expected as population increases. Pi is
considered a nonrenewable resource, like oil, because phosphate rock requires thousands
to millions of years to deposit (Filippelli, 2008). Phosphate resources could be exhausted
by 2050-2080 (Smil, 2000; Steen, 1998). Declining supply in the face of increasing demand
creates serious threats such as increased prices for farmers and consumers, and
sociopolitical tension as 90% of the reserves are confined to only five countries (Table 2.1)
(Mayer et al., 2013; Vaccari, 2009).
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Table 2.1 Expected years for phosphate reserve depletion for the top five producing countries (2015 data)
(Rosemarin, 2016).

% Global extraction
capacity

Years to depletion
at current rate

Years to depletion
at FAO’s* 2.5%
annual growth

China

44.8

37

26

USA

12.4

40

27

Russia

5.6

104

51

Jordan

3.4

173

67

Morocco

13.5

1667

150

Country

*Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO).

Beyond availability concerns, increased Pi use leads to elevated Pi in waterbodies,
causing environmental and human health concerns. Excess Pi enters surface waters and
causes dangerous effects. Eutrophication is a widespread problem in aquatic ecosystems
consisting of excessive growth of algae and other aquatic plants in response to overenrichment with nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus). Decomposition of algal blooms can
lead to unpleasant odors and oxygen depletion, which can lead to fish kills. Loss of
biodiversity and the presence of toxins in waterbodies are other problems associated with
eutrophication (Bennett et al., 2001). To control eutrophication and its consequences, the
USEPA imposed regulations that allow a maximum total phosphorus (TP) concentration
of 50-100 µg L-1 in streams and 25 µg L-1 in lakes and reservoirs (US Environmental
Protection Agency, 2000). Some phosphorus-sensitive surface water might experience
excessive algal growth at Pi levels as low as 20 µg L-1 (Dillon and Rigler, 1974; Schindler,
1977). Therefore, reducing Pi concentrations to ultra-low levels (less than status quo targets
of 1 mg L-1) using advanced treatment technologies must be investigated.
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The phosphorus paradox has emerged as a result of continuously increasing
demands for phosphate rock to manufacture agricultural fertilizes, which eventually will
deplete nonrenewable Pi resources, and the simultaneous overabundance of Pi in water. Pi
resource scarcity can be ranked as one of the most critical challenges in our lifetime as the
consequences are significant. Implementing different approaches in production, usage, and
reuse of Pi to manage and close its cycle is important (Cordell et al., 2011; Cordell and
White, 2011). Economical water/wastewater treatment technologies that remove and
recover Pi in a usable form would also help in protecting waterbodies and saving the costs
of remediation. This would further contribute to a sustainable anthropogenic phosphate
cycle.
2.2

Phosphorus Removal Technologies
Wastewater treatment technologies to remove phosphorus are based on physical-

chemical approaches, biological approaches, or a combination thereof. Physical-chemical
approaches have been utilized for decades due to their reliability and effectiveness (Bunce
et al., 2018). The most common physical-chemical approaches include adsorption, ion
exchange, and precipitation (chemical dosing).
Biological Pi removal approaches have a key role in wastewater treatment facilities
(WWTFs). Secondary treatment processes may include conventional activated sludge,
enhanced biological P removal (EBPR), or algal-based processes. The following
subsections provide brief descriptions of these common processes, including their major
advantages and disadvantages.
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2.2.1

Physical-Chemical Removal Approaches

2.2.1.1 Adsorption and Ion Exchange
Substantial development has been achieved to remove Pi in filtration systems using
functionalized media (i.e., adsorbents). Unlike traditional filtration systems that separate Pi
based on size exclusion, advanced filtration systems utilize functionalized material that
selectively captures Pi (Kumar et al., 2019). Adsorptive media can be prepared from natural
sources such as limestone and bauxite, industrial waste material (e.g., steel slag, ash), or
synthetic materials (Bunce et al., 2018). Removal mechanisms in adsorptive media may
involve direct precipitation of Pi inside the material matrix or transferring onto the surface
(Brix et al., 1999). Ion exchange is a subcategory of adsorption, in which Pi ions in waste
streams are exchanged with other anions on the media’s surface. Metal cations are attached
to the polymer exchange base for polymer ligand exchanger (Bunce et al., 2018).
Adsorption and ion exchange processes have been reported to effectively remove
-1
Pi to levels < 0.1 mg PO34 L (Awual et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2016; Sengupta and Pandit,

2011). Although high removal efficiency has been achieved at lab scale, implementation
at larger scales is still limited (Kumar et al., 2019). Noticeably, the economic burden in
adopting such technology is associated with various factors such as the cost of synthesizing
adsorbents, operating conditions (i.e., temperature and pH adjustment), effect of competing
ions on the adsorbents’ capacity (i.e., selectivity), and the cost of regeneration (Kumar et
al., 2019).
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2.2.1.2 Chemical precipitation
Ferric chloride and other trivalent metal salts are commonly used to precipitate P i
from wastewater. Chemical dosing may be applied to conventional activated sludge tanks,
secondary clarifier outlets, or pretreated influent (Cornel and Schaum, 2009; Oleszkiewicz
et al., 2015). The solid residuals are then removed by filtration or gravity settling. Effluent
-1
concentrations of 1 mg PO34 L can be obtained using this process (Bunce et al., 2018);

however, stringent effluent standards require more advanced separation technologies to
achieve ultra-low concentrations. Also, Pi removal is proportional to the added mass of
metal salts, hence, additional treatment of residual solids is required (Bunce et al., 2018).
Chemical precipitation might not be suitable for small-scale plants due to limited storage
space and deliveries of chemicals, pH adjustment, and excess generation of residuals
(Bunce et al., 2018).
Physical-chemical Pi removal processes can be considered as “polishing”
approaches in WWTFs. Reliable Pi removal outcomes are advantageous, yet, existing
processes are insufficient for long-term sustainable operation and maintenance at smallscale WWTFs (Bunce et al., 2018). Integration of biological Pi removal approaches could
provide more holistic treatment of wastewater.
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2.2.2

Biological Removal Approaches

2.2.2.1 Enhanced Biological P Removal (EBPR)
EBPR, which alternates aerobic and anaerobic conditions, was developed to reduce
phosphorous concentrations in WWTFs’ effluent (Capua et al., 2022). These conditions
stimulate the growth of polyphosphate accumulating organisms (PAOs), which can uptake
more Pi than needed for their growth. Excess Pi is stored as intracellular granules of
polyphosphate (Yuan et al., 2012). Specialized microorganisms such as Accumulibactor
and Tetrasphaera are the major microorganisms driving EBPR, contributing 24%-70% of
the total biomass in EBPR systems (Fernando et al., 2019; Stokholm-Bjerregaard et al.,
2017). High abundance of PAOs with sufficient volatile fatty acids promoted 15-20% Picontent by cell dry weight. However, lower abundance of PAOs promoted lower Pi content,
approximately, 5-7% (Yuan et al., 2012). Figure 2.1 provides a schematic illustration of
conventional wastewater treatment trains vs. typical EBPR process.
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a

b

Figure 2.1 (a) Configuration of a conventional wastewater treatment plant (b) Typical EBPR configuration.
Blue and yellow arrows represent the fate of P i in liquid and solid streams in the treatment system,
respectively.
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While EBPR is considered an environmentally sustainable and cost-effective
process compared to chemical approaches (Acevedo et al., 2012; Nguyen et al., 2013),
EBPR is not fully reliable due to performance fluctuation and difficulty in process control
(Bunce et al., 2018). For instance, PAOs community in EBPR system may be harmed or
disadvantaged under certain operation conditions such as over aeration and aerobic-toanaerobic contact time (Seviour et al., 2003). EBPR is less likely to be used at small scales
due to the operating complexity and maintenance cost requirements (Bunce et al., 2018).
2.2.2.2 Microalgae-based Process
The synergetic relationship between microalgae and bacteria in waste stabilization
ponds (WSPs) offers a natural wastewater treatment system. Heterotrophic bacteria
metabolize organic compounds aerobically and produce CO2. Meanwhile, photosynthetic
microalgae utilize CO2 and nutrients (nitrate and phosphate) for growth (Capua et al.,
2022). Consequently, the O2 produced from microalgal growth will be consumed by
bacterial activity. Waste stabilization ponds can achieve 20-50% Pi removal (Abdulsada,
2014). The most common microalgae found in wastewater are Chlorella and Scenedesmus,
which can grow in the presence or absence of light. The nutrient removal capacity of such
species depends on the diffusion rate of dissolved nutrients, which is determined by the
thickness of the boundary layer of water outside the cells (Abdulsada, 2014). Moreover,
microalgae can increase pH due to CO2 and HCO3ˉ consumption. Basic pH will facilitate
Pi precipitation with available cations and strip off the ammonia to the atmosphere
(Abdulsada, 2014). Like PAOs, microalgae species can accumulate Pi as polyphosphate
granules. Luxury uptake of Pi depends on nutrient concentration, pH, dissolved oxygen,
temperature, and light intensity (Brown and Shilton, 2014). Accumulation of Pi occurs
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when microalgae are exposed to a stressful or a nutrient-rich environment. Granular Pi
accumulated inside cells can be beneficial for removal and reuse by separation and
harvesting of microalgae. However, Pi removal efficiency using microalgae species is still
considered low compared to chemical removal processes.
Generally, current Pi removal technologies have limited capability to achieve ultralow effluent Pi concentrations. Unpredictable Pi removal efficiencies are associated with
biological technologies (EBPR or microalgae-based processes) due to the difficulty in
process control. Moreover, energy requirements and maintenance costs for small-scale
treatment plant are the major challenges to adapt such technologies. For adsorption and ion
exchange technologies, competing anions are a major challenge that affects the removal
capacity of Pi. Also, some adsorbents and ion exchangers need energy to initiate the
removal process and have multi-regeneration cycles requirement. Chemical precipitation
is not suitable for highly-concentrated waste streams as it will require large amount of
chemical dosage, decreasing its feasibility. Therefore, there is a need for a selective,
sensitive, and reversible adsorbent to overcome the challenges associated with existing
technologies. Phosphate-binding protein-based systems could offer one such strategy for
water and wastewater treatment.
2.3

Phosphorus Recovery from Water
A large quantity of extracted Pi is used in agricultural applications (80-90%) and

most of that Pi is lost to surface water (Rittmann et al., 2011). Losses of Pi from soil erosion
and farms represent 46% of extracted phosphate, animal waste accounts for 40% of mined
Pi, and human sewage has 15% losses of mined Pi (Cordell et al., 2009; Rittmann et al.,
2011). Animal wastes have high-strength Pi flows where conventional treatment strategies
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are more suitable and economical for Pi and energy capture and recovery (Rittmann et al.,
2011). Low-strength Pi flows such as surface water and municipal wastewater might need
more advanced technologies to achieve Pi recovery.
As previously described, typical water and wastewater treatment processes
(physical-chemical and biological approaches) achieve Pi effluent concentrations of 1-2
mg L-1, which could be reduced to 100 µg L-1 effluent concentrations with advanced
approaches (Blaney et al., 2007). Although many existing technologies can meet Pi effluent
concentration guidelines and regulations, they are still unable to address the new
sustainable Pi treatment concept that emphasizes simultaneous Pi removal and recovery
(Mayer et al., 2013). Adsorption and precipitation are generally developed for Pi removal
and are not fully developed for recovering Pi (Rittmann et al., 2011). Precipitation of
recovered Pi produces common products used as mineral fertilizers (i.e., struvite), but
requires high levels of Pi (100-200 mg L-1) (Le Corre et al., 2009; Moriyama et al., 2001;
Qureshi et al., 2006), ammonium, and magnesium (Ghosh et al., 1996; Johnston and
Richards, 2004; Münch and Barr, 2001). Pi-specific ion exchange adsorbents could be
promising approaches to concentrate Pi to promote precipitation, yet ionic competition
from sulfate and arsenate as well as leaching of metal-loaded ligands over repeated use
cycles hinders adsorption (An et al., 2013; Blaney et al., 2007; Rittmann, 2008; Sendrowski
and Boyer, 2013; Sengupta and Pandit, 2011; Zhao and Sengupta, 1996).
In biological wastewater treatment, where activated sludge is utilized to remove
nutrients, only 20-40% of Pi can be removed (Mayer et al., 2013; Morohoshi et al., 2003).
Direct recovery of Pi is limited as most of the phosphate is trapped in the biosolid mass that
can be used as a soil amendment, thereby minimizing its economic proposition and
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contribution to a sustainable closed phosphorus cycle (Blank, 2012; Rittmann et al., 2011).
Thus, there is a need for a selective and reversible adsorbent to overcome the challenges
associated with existing technologies to recover Pi (i.e., low Pi recovery due to competing
ions from adsorbents and limited direct recovery of Pi from biosolid mass). Engineered
phosphate-binding protein-based systems for water and wastewater treatment could offer
one such strategy.
2.4

Phosphate-binding Protein (PBP)
Microbes including Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa regulate Pi

uptake through a distinct protein complex (Poole and Hancock, 1984; Wu et al., 1999). The
Pi needed for cell growth is imported using one of two different phosphate transport
systems: high-affinity phosphate specific transporter (Pst) and low-affinity phosphate
inorganic transporter (Pit) (Blank, 2012; Santos-Beneit et al., 2008). The Pit system is
responsible for Pi transport into the cell when Pi is present in excess, while Pst is
responsible for Pi transport into the cell when Pi is present in low concentrations (Botero et
al., 2000; Wanner, 1993). In E. coli, the Pst complex consists of four proteins: the dimeric
ATP-binding protein (PstB), two transmembrane proteins (PstA and PstC), and the
periplasmic phosphate-binding protein (PstS) (Figure 2.2). PstS functions as a high-affinity
Pi receptor using twelve hydrogen bonds in its binding site (Brune et al., 1998).
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Figure 2.2 Illustration of phosphate-specific transporter (Pst) complex in E. coli.

Phosphate capture is strongly pH dependent (Kuroda et al., 2000; Luecke and
Quiocho, 1990); therefore, Pi removal and recovery could be controlled with pH adjustment
in water and wastewater applications. Kuroda et al. (2000) studied Pi adsorption using PBP
purified from Pseudomonas aeruginosa in bench-scale column tests after immobilization
on polymer beads. 32P-labeled pond water containing 0.5 µM Pi was tested and complete
removal was achieved (Kuroda et al., 2000). Based on this proof-of-concept of PBP
capabilities, immobilizing PBP may yield a more sustainable approach to remove and
recover Pi. Such PBP-based adsorbents can be retained and used multiple times and Pi can
be recovered under pH-controlled conditions. Prospective immobilized PBP systems are
introduced in the following section.
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2.5
2.5.1

Prospective Immobilized PBP Systems
Microbial Cell Surface Display System
Cell surface display is an advanced biotechnology technique that has significant

application in antibody production, oral vaccines, biosensors, bio-adsorbents, and wholecell biocatalysts for bioconversion (Lee et al., 2003). Cell surface display facilitates
expression of proteins of interest (passenger proteins) on the cell’s surface using anchoring
motifs (carrier proteins) (Tafakori et al., 2012; van Bloois et al., 2011). Figure 2.3
(modified from Lee et al., 2003) illustrates examples of various cell surface display
approaches on a gram-negative bacterial cell. The ice nucleation protein (INP) is one of the
anchoring motifs used to attach various type of proteins due to its stability and ability to
express large and complex passenger proteins (Lee et al., 2003). Truncated INP containing
N- or C-domains (with or without internal repeating domains) is an excellent scaffold for
surface display with no unfavorable effect on bacteria growth (Chen and Georgiou, 2002;
Jung et al., 1998; Li et al., 2003).
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Green: passenger protein
Blue: Carrier protein

Figure 2.3 Microbial cell surface display approaches on a gram-negative bacterial cell (modified from Lee
at al. (2003)). The approach of interest in this study is boxed in red.

Using INP, PBP can be immobilized on microbial surfaces (Lee et al., 2003; van
Bloois et al., 2011). Li et al. (2009) utilized INP to display PBP on E. coli and Pseudomonas
putida surfaces. The engineered microbes demonstrated absolute biosorption of total
phosphate at 60-80 mg L-1 (Li et al., 2009). However, recovery of Pi from the engineered
microbes was not investigated, nor were extensive biosorption tests conducted (i.e.,
evaluating PBP capability to remove Pi under operating conditions such as variable pH,
temperature and ionic strength). Objective 1 of this study addressed these knowledge gaps
by studying Pi removal and recovery potentials for a PBP bacterial surface-displayed
system. Expressing PBP on the cell surface was anticipated to facilitate Pi release in
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comparison to periplasmic PstS. Surface-expressed PstS will directly interact with the
water matrix, while, in the periplasmic-expressed case, the cell membrane and perhaps
cytoplasmic regulation could impede Pi release.
2.5.2

Micro-structured Immobilized PBP in a Fixed-bed Column Configuration
Continuous-flow, fixed-bed columns are most convenient for wastewater treatment

due to their ability to treat large volumetric flowrates (Hu et al., 2020). Fixed-bed column
experiments provide reliable information pertaining to breakthrough times, adsorption
conditions, and adsorbents’ stability during continuous use (Satya et al., 2021; Yanyan et
al., 2018). Studies of immobilized PBP in fixed-bed column configuration and assessments
of its performance under a range of more realistic operating conditions have not yet been
established, but are needed to determine PBP’s usefulness in real-world scenarios.
Additionally, information on the adsorbent’s reusability in multi-cycle column operating
mode and its selectivity compared to a commercially Pi-selective available ion exchange
resin are not available. Objective 2 addressed these knowledge gaps by investigating a
micro-structured immobilized-PBP system in a fixed-bed column configuration.
2.5.3

PBP-loaded Magnetic System
Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) have been extensively used in biomedical

applications, such as drug delivery and enzyme conjugation, due to their unique properties
such as stability, high surface area, and biocompatibility (Vallabani and Singh, 2018).
MNPs have also received great consideration for environmental applications such as
treating polluted water (Gómez-Pastora et al., 2014). MNPs modified with functional
groups (-NH2, -COOH, -SH) and inorganic/organic-coated MNPs were used to adsorb
heavy metals and toxic dyes (Gómez-Pastora et al., 2014). A major advantage of MNPs is
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that they can be easily collected from environmental matrices using an external magnetic
field. Superparamagnetic nanomaterials exhibit strong attraction to external magnetic
fields, but do not attract each other, hence reducing the risk of particle aggregation (GómezPastora et al., 2014). Also, using smaller particles from micro- to nano-scale enables
improved adsorbent capacity by providing higher surface area.
Improving the adsorptive capacity of immobilized PBP beyond the ability of
previous systems is necessary (Venkiteshwaran et al., 2020). A new PBP-loaded magnetic
system was prepared and tested for Pi removal efficiency under a range of experimental
conditions (pH, temperature, and ionic strength). The reusability of this system in multiple
adsorption-desorption cycles was investigated and compared to unmodified IOP system.
These aspects are described in Objective 3.
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2.6

Summary of research needs
New strategies to achieve sustainable Pi removal and recovery from water and

wastewater are needed. Common conventional wastewater treatment technologies achieve
Pi effluent concentrations of 1-2 mg L-1. However, these technologies are unable to achieve
ultra-low effluent concentrations (which are required in some sensitive waterbodies) and
many do not recover Pi as a valuable product. Closing the Pi cycle is essential and could be
achieved using innovative approaches that selectively capture and release Pi under
controlled conditions.
This research utilized the natural high-affinity phosphate-binding protein PstS
(PBP), which may offer significant advantages over conventional treatment processes due
to its high selectivity and sensitivity toward Pi. This work aimed to evaluate immobilized
PBP systems targeting selective and rapid Pi removal and subsequent recovery under
controlled conditions. The PBP bacterial surface-displayed system was expected to offer
an effective Pi recovery system by expressing PBP protein on the cell surface instead of insitu, whereby bacterial proteins take Pi into the cell and use it for cellular function. The
micro-structured immobilized-PBP system was expected to offer an effective filter-style
system featuring continuous-flow operation suitable for realistic implementation scenarios.
Finally, the PBP-magnetic particle system was proposed to increase Pi removal and
recovery beyond the ability of previous systems by increasing the number of immobilized
PBPs on the surface. Scaling down the particle size of the carrier material increased surface
area for PBP conjugation.
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3

CELL SURFACE-EXPRESSION OF THE PHOSPHATE-BINDING
PROTEIN PSTS: SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT, CHARACTERIZATION,
AND EVALUATION FOR PHOSPHORUS REMOVAL AND RECOVERY

This chapter was published as:
Hussein, F.; Venkiteshwaran, K.; Mayer, B. (2020) Cell surface-expression of the phosphatebinding protein PstS: System development, characterization, and evaluation for phosphorus
removal and recovery. Journal of Environmental Sciences 92, 129-140.
With permission, it was modified for inclusion in this dissertation.

3.1

Introduction
Inorganic phosphate (Pi) is an essential nutrient for all living organisms. However,

its simultaneous overabundance and scarcity leads to a “phosphorus paradox,” wherein
excess concentrations of Pi in water bodies cause eutrophication, while available supplies
of nonrenewable phosphate rock for agricultural use are continuously depleted. Surplus Pi
ultimately leads to eutrophication and the subsequent development of hypoxia (Cai et al.,
2011; Mayer et al., 2013; Rittmann et al., 2011). Eutrophication affects water quality and
alters ecosystem structures in freshwaters worldwide (Dodds et al., 2009). A number of
technologies have been developed to remove Pi from water, e.g., selective and nonselective adsorptive materials, ion exchange resins, and biological materials (i.e., wholecell microbes or proteins) (Mayer et al., 2013). These technologies focus on removing
pollutant Pi from nonpoint sources (e.g., runoff from urban and agricultural lands) and point
sources (e.g., municipal and industrial wastewater treatment facilities) to meet phosphorus
regulations and guidelines in natural waters and treated discharges, respectively. The
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ability of these strategies to recover and reuse the Pi removed from water is also critical in
reducing demands for nonrenewable phosphate rock (Mayer et al., 2013).
One interesting approach to Pi removal and recovery from water is the development
of systems harnessing the use of the high-affinity phosphate-binding protein PstS (also
known by the acronym PBP) (Choi et al., 2013; Kuroda et al., 2000; Li et al., 2009;
Venkiteshwaran et al., 2018; Y. Yang et al., 2016). Bacterial PstS is one of four proteins
that comprise the Pst complex (Luecke and Quiocho, 1990). The periplasmic PstS protein
binds phosphate in a deep cleft using 12 hydrogen bonds, which provides strong, highly
selective binding affinity (even in the presence of other wastewater oxyanions such as
sulfate and arsenate) (Ledvina et al., 1998; Luecke and Quiocho, 1990). Several PstS
protein systems have been tested to evaluate Pi removal efficiency from water. Kuroda et
al. (2000) immobilized PstS on Sepharose beads and found removal of
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P-labeled

phosphate to below the detection limit (9.5 ng-P L-1) using packed columns filled with the
modified beads. Choi et al. (2013) evaluated in vivo PstS, using recombinant E. coli to
overexpress PstS in the cell’s periplasmic space. The recombinant E. coli efficiently
removed Pi (> 94% removal), even when starting at low phosphate concentrations, ranging
from 0.2 to 1.0 mg L-1. In a third variation, recombinant E. coli was modified to express
PstS on the cell surface (as opposed to the natural location in the periplasmic space) using
the ice nucleation protein (INP) as an anchoring protein (Li et al., 2009). This cell surfaceexpressed system provided 5% phosphate removal using an influent concentration of 500
-1
µg PO34 L (Li et al., 2009).
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Beyond removal alone, our research group recently conducted Pi recovery studies
using PstS proteins immobilized on beads (Venkiteshwaran et al., 2018) and recombinant
E. coli overexpressing PstS protein in the periplasmic space (Y. Yang et al., 2016). The
extracellular PstS system using proteins immobilized on the bead surface was more
conducive to Pi recovery compared to the periplasmic PstS system. Thus, we hypothesized
that exposing the PstS directly to the water matrix by expressing the protein on the cell
surface would facilitate Pi release in comparison to periplasmic PstS (in which case the cell
membrane and perhaps cytoplasmic regulation could impede Pi release). Although Li et al.
(2009) developed a PBP cell surface-displayed system, no studies have yet investigated
conditions targeting Pi removal and recovery using cell surface-displayed PstS proteins.
Accordingly, the objectives of this study were: 1) to synthesize and characterize the cell
surface-expressed PstS system and 2) to evaluate Pi removal and release using cell surfaceexpressed PstS under controlled experimental conditions varying temperature, pH, and
ionic strength (i.e., critical parameters that affect water treatment process).
3.2
3.2.1

Materials and Methods
Bacterial Strains, Plasmids, and Culture Conditions
E. coli strain DH5α was used as the host for the recombinant plasmid, while strain

BL21 (AI) was used for protein expression. The gene sequences of INP (N terminus) and
PstS were synthesized and subcloned into plasmid pTrcHis_B (as confirmed by
Thermofisher, USA). INP was selected as the anchoring motif as it is characterized by
stable expression and modifiable internal repeating units (Jung et al., 1998). Plasmid
pTrcHis_B was used for the construction and expression of the fusion protein (INP + PstS).
A hexa histidine tag (6xHis-tag) was inserted before the fusion protein gene sequence to
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facilitate western blot analysis using a specific anti-His antibody [the gene map is shown
in Appendix A (Figure A1)].
The recombinant plasmid was transformed into DH5α and BL21 (AI) using a heatshock procedure (Invitrogen Life Technologies manual C6070-03). Briefly, 2 µL of the
recombinant plasmid was added to 50 µL of cells and gently mixed. The reaction tube was
kept in ice for 30 min and then immersed in a water bath at 42℃ for 45 sec. The reaction
tube was then returned to ice for 2 min. Afterward, 250 µL of Luria-Bertani (LB) medium
was added to the reaction tube and incubated at 37℃ for 1 hr. The incubated cells were
spread on LB agar containing ampicillin and left overnight at 37℃. Isolated colonies were
collected, introduced into 10 mL LB, and incubated overnight at 37℃. Aliquots of the
culture were mixed with 70% glycerol (1:0.56 v/v, culture/glycerol) and stored at -80℃
until use.
Recombinant cells were cultivated in LB medium amended with 100 µg mL-1
ampicillin at 37℃ and vigorously agitated at 250 rpm. For protein induction, 1 mM
isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added to the cell culture once the
OD600 reached 0.6-0.8. The IPTG was allowed to react with the culture for 3-4 hr, after
which the induced cells were centrifuged and stored at -20℃ until use. An uninduced
sample of the cells was tested in parallel as a control. E. coli BL21 (AI) cells bearing an
empty pTrcHis_B vector (no PstS or INP inserted) were used as negative control cells.
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3.2.2

SDS-PAGE and Western Blot Analyses
SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and western blot analyses were used to

confirm the expression of PstS protein and the specificity for His-tag fusion in the induced
cells. One mL of cells cultured to log phase in LB was centrifuged to prepare three different
samples with final OD600 = 1 (i.e., control cells [empty vector, expected to have natural
levels of periplasmic PstS], uninduced cells [no IPTG induction, expected to express low
levels of surface-expressed PstS], and induced cells [expected to overexpress PstS on the
cell surface]). The resulting cell pellets were resuspended in a loading buffer (100 mM
Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, containing 4% SDS, 0.2% bromophenol blue, 20% glycerol, and 200
mM beta-mercaptoethanol [BME]) and heated for 15 min at 98℃. The samples were
loaded onto 10% SDS-PAGE gel and analyzed under 120 V for 1.5 hr. The gel cast was
stained by Coomassie brilliant blue for 30 min and de-stained in 40% methanol and 10%
glacial acetic acid solution to obtain a clear gel image. For western blot, proteins on the
SDS-PAGE gel were transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane under 250 mA for 1.5 hr.
The membrane was blocked with 1x TBS (Tris-buffered saline) containing 5% w/v nonfat
dry milk and 0.1% Tween-20 at room temperature for 1 hr. The membrane was then
incubated with primary rabbit anti-His-tag monoclonal antibody (Bethyl Laboratories,
Inc.) overnight at 4℃. Incubation with secondary anti-rabbit immunoglobulin G (IgG)
antibody (Sigma Aldrich, US) was conducted at room temperature for 1 hr. Luminol
solution was added to develop the protein signal on the films.
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3.2.3

Outer Membrane Separation
To isolate the outer membrane (OM) fraction and confirm the location of the fusion

protein, we followed the procedure published by Park et al. (2015). Briefly, the centrifuged
E. coli cells were resuspended in lysozyme buffer containing 0.2 M Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 200
µg mL-1 lysozyme, 20 mM sucrose, and 0.2 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)
for 10 min at room temperature. Next, 20 µg mL-1 aprotinin and 1 mM
phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) were added to the solution. An equivalent volume
of extraction buffer (2% Triton X-100, 50 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM MgCl2, and 10 µg mL-1
DNase) was added to isolate the outer membrane. After incubation in ice for 30 min, the
lysate was centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 5 min; the supernatant was recentrifuged at 18,000
rpm for 10 min. The presence of PstS was assessed in the collected fractions by SDSPAGE.
3.2.4

Cell Surface Characterization
Cell surface characterization through acid-base titration, XPS, and FTIR were

performed to provide information on the surface properties of E. coli cells. Acid-base
titration provides proton-exchange properties of the surface functional groups (i.e., pKa
values). Proton and hydroxide concentrations are more precisely obtained by acid-base
titration at low detection limit compared to spectroscopic techniques (Ojeda et al., 2008).
FTIR spectroscopy and XPS characterize the macromolecular structure and composition
of the bacterial surface. FTIR identified potential functional groups from lipids, proteins,
and carbohydrates on the cell surface. XPS was used to estimate the relative elemental
surface composition. The combination of analyses offers a comprehensive understanding
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of the cell surface properties as an initial step toward understanding the cells’ response
under different conditions.
3.2.4.1 Acid-Base Titration
Cultures of control, uninduced, and induced cells were centrifuged at 6000 rpm at
room temperature and the collected pellets were washed with 0.01 M NaCl. This process
was repeated three times to remove LB media residue. The pellets were resuspended in a
background electrolyte of 0.01 M NaCl with OD600 = 2 (≈ 0.78 g bacteria L-1). Samples
were purged with N2 gas for 5 min to remove atmospheric CO2 gas. Next, 20 mL of
bacterial suspension was transferred to a polypropylene titration vessel. Titration was
performed using an EasyPlusTM titrator (Mettler Toledo, Easy pH) at room temperature.
All samples were initially acidified to pH ≈ 3.5 using 0.01 M HCl, followed by titration
with 0.01 M NaOH to ultimately reach pH 10.5.
ProtoFit GUI 2.1 rev1 software using surface complexation models such as the
constant capacitance model (CCM) and non-electrostatic model (NEM) was used to
determine pKa values. The CCM requires one fit parameter (i.e., capacitance of electrical
double layer) while the NEM does not require any parameters (Turner and Fein, 2006).
The extended Debye-Huckel activity coefficient model was used as it is considered the
most accurate model for ionic strength up to 0.1 M (Langmuir, 1997). Three-site functional
group and four-site functional group specifications were applied and compared for best fit
simulation. The surface area of E. coli was calculated using an average cell length of 2 µm
and 1 µm diameter. The cell number from the optical density reading and the dry weight
of the cells were used to calculate the specific surface area (16.2 m2 g-1 dry weight).
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3.2.4.2 Macromolecular Structure and Composition of the Bacterial Surface
For X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis, E. coli cells were suspended
in 10 mM Tris-HCl and 1 mM MgCl2 at pH 7, frozen at -20℃, and freeze-dried, as
previously reported (van der Mei et al., 2000). Frozen samples of control cells, uninduced
cells, and induced cells were mounted on the bench-top freeze dryer manifold (Millrock
Technology BT85A) at 150 mT and -48℃ for 48 hr. The resulting powder was analyzed
using a Perkin-Elmer PHI 5400 ESCA system equipped with a Mg Kα X-ray source
(1253.6 eV). A wide survey scan with pass energy 100 eV and 1 eV step size was conducted
for each sample, providing a path depth 2-5 nm into the surface layer. CasaXPS 2.3.19
software was used to generate the XPS spectra for all samples and calculate the surface
atomic concentrations of C, N, O, and P.
For Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis, bacterial suspensions
(in 10 mM Tris-HCl and 1 mM MgCl2 at pH 7) were examined using an IR Tracer-100
FTIR spectrometer (Shimadzu Scientific Instruments) with a KBr beam splitter. Spectra
for all samples were obtained over 50 scans with a resolution of 2 cm-1 and a wavenumber
range from 4000 to 400 cm-1. The spectrum of the background solution was subtracted
from the bacterial suspensions’ spectra. Functional group presence was ascertained using
corresponding peak wavenumbers.
3.2.5

Phosphorus Desorption and Adsorption Batch Experiments
To run the batch experiments, desorption tests were initially performed to remove

legacy Pi since the cells were cultured in highly concentrated Pi medium (150-170 mg
-1
PO34 L ). The cell pellets were washed with buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl and 1 mM MgCl2 at

pH 7) and centrifuged twice at 6000 rpm. The pellets were then resuspended in the same
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buffer at OD600 = 2. The desorption capacity of the control, uninduced, and induced cells
was investigated at different buffer pH (3.5, 5.5, 7, 8.5, and 10.5). The effects of
temperature (20, 30, and 40℃) and ionic strength (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1 M KCl) were also
studied. In all tests, cell concentrations were maintained at OD600 = 1. All tests were
conducted in triplicate at room temperature for 3 hr and 250 rpm mixing in Tris-HCl buffer
unless otherwise specified. The final phosphate concentration in all tests was measured
using the standard ascorbic acid method (APHA, 2005).
To facilitate comparisons of the surface-expressed system performance to
periplasmic-expressed PstS (periplasmic data from Y. Yang et al. 2016), an additional
surface-expressed PstS desorption test was performed at the same conditions as the
previous periplasmic-expressed PstS tests (i.e., OD600 = 0.5, 3 hr, room temperature, and
pH 6.8 and pH 3.5).
For adsorption tests, three different treatment conditions were initially applied to
initiate phosphate desorption from the cells before conducting the adsorption experiments:
cell starvation under low-Pi conditions, variable pH and temperature, and enzymatic
treatments. One set of cells was suspended in Tris-HCl buffer at pH 7 for 15 hr (starvation
treatment). A second set of cells was suspended in Tris-HCl solution at pH 10 and 40℃
for 3 hr (pH and temperature treatment). The last set of cells was suspended in Tris-HCl at
pH 7 with 1 unit per mL purine nucleotide phosphorylase (PNP) and 1 mM of 7methylguanosine for 3 hr (enzymatic treatment). In this way, free Pi can be removed by
converting it into ribose 1-phosphate (Brune et al., 1994). All treated cells were centrifuged
-1
at 6000 rpm and resuspended in phosphate solution (either 7 mg PO34 L or 70 mg
-1
PO34 L ) for 3 hr.
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3.2.6

Statistical Analysis
Two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey post-hoc analysis was performed to assess

the differences in phosphate capture and release due to test factors, i.e., temperature, pH,
ionic strength, and cell type. Nonparametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov analysis was used to
compare the acid-base titration curves. All statistics were performed using GraphPad Prism
with a significance level of α = 0.05.
3.3

Results and Discussion

3.3.1

Confirmation of Surface Expression Using SDS-PAGE, Western Blot
Analyses, and Outer Membrane Separation
Expression of the fusion protein (INP + PstS) in the recombinant E. coli BL21 (AI)

cells was confirmed via SDS-PAGE analysis (Figure 3.1a). A distinct band is visible for
the induced PstS cells at a molecular weight (MW) of 60 kDa, which is the expected size
of the PstS and INP proteins together. Two other notable bands are present at a MW of 35
kDa for PstS and 25 kDa for INP. Separation of the two proteins might result from protease
attack on the N-terminal of the INP protein, as observed by Li et al. (2003) and Li et al.
(2009).
The specificity of the His-tag fusion was confirmed via western blotting. As shown
in Figure 3.1b, no bands were observed in the expected size ranges for either the control
cells or the uninduced cells. The induced cell sample was characterized by two distinct
bands at 60 kDa (full size of INP + PstS) and 25 kDa (size of INP only). These results
confirmed expectations since the His-tag region of the constructed plasmid was located
ahead of the InaK-N gene sequence (associated with the INP protein). Quantification of
the western blot results was performed using Image Studio Lite software (version 5.2.5)
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and indicated that approximately 27% of the overexpressed protein was present in the full
fusion form (Appendix A, Table A1).
To verify the location of the PstS protein, an outer membrane fractionation
procedure was performed to isolate cellular fractions (Park et al., 2015). The outer
membrane fraction was obtained by enzymatic treatment with lysozyme to hydrolyze the
peptidoglycan layer followed by liposome isolation using Triton X-100 as a detergent.
Figure 3.1c shows the SDS-PAGE results from the outer membrane fraction and the cell
lysate (from the internal cellular constituents) fractions. A distinct band is visible at 35 kDa
for the outer membrane fraction, corresponding to the size of the PstS protein. Alternately,
low levels of PstS protein are indicated by weak bands for the duplicate cell lysate samples
(although future work could include analyzing with western blot to further assess the
relative amount in the cell lysate). The fusion protein detected in the cell lysate fraction
showed signs of proteolysis (Li et al., 2003). The N-terminal of INP might be susceptible
to protease attack and that degradation would result in free PstS being detected in the outer
membrane fraction of the induced cell (Li et al., 2003). Altogether, the SDS-PAGE,
western blot, and outer membrane separation analyses demonstrated successful PstS
protein expression and localization on the outermost surface of the E. coli cells.
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Figure 3.1 Protein verification, expression, and separation analyses. (a) Protein verification using SDS-PAGE analysis of control cells (lane 2: before IPTG
induction [Control Uninduced]; lane 3: after IPTG induction [Control Induced]) and PstS cells (lane 4: before IPTG induction [PstS Cells Uninduced]; lane 5: after
IPTG induction [PstS Cells Induced]). Lane 1 is the protein marker. (b) Protein expression using Western Blot analysis shows two distinguished bands for the
induced cells, corresponding to INP only and INP + PstS together. (c) SDS-PAGE analysis of the outer membrane (OM) separation analysis of the induced cells
showing the presence of PstS in the OM fraction rather than the cell lysate fraction.
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3.3.2

Cell Surface Characterization

3.3.2.1 Acid-Base Titration
The typical titration curve for all cells - control cells (CC), uninduced cells (UC),
and induced cells (IC) - is illustrated in Figure 3.2a. The curves for all cell types shifted
toward the right starting at pH ≈ 5.5 compared to the titration curve for the background
solution (electrolyte solution 0.1 M NaCl). Thus, the presence of the bacteria provided
additional buffering capacity. The active functional groups on the cell surfaces provide
buffering capacity as they consume additional base via deprotonation (Ngwenya et al.,
2003). The titration data for the control cells was significantly different than uninduced
and induced cells. The titration curve for the control cells suggests a higher presence of
protonated functional groups (greater buffering capacity) on the surface compared to either
the induced or uninduced cells. Figure 3.2a also shows four regions characterized by
different behavior, possibly indicative of different surface pKa values (i.e., below pH ≈ 5,
between pH ≈ 5 and pH ≈ 6.2, between pH ≈ 6.2 and pH ≈ 9.4, and above pH ≈ 9.4), in
accordance with procedures described by Dittrich and Sibler (2005), Guiné et al. (2006),
Haas (2004); Hong and Brown (2006), and Ojeda et al. (2008).
Figures 3.2b, 3.2c, and 3.2d show the three-site constant capacitance model (CCM)
and three-site non-electrostatic model (NEM) fits for the raw titration data for the control
cells, uninduced cells, and induced cells, respectively. The control and uninduced cells
were best fit using the CCM, whereas the induced cells were best fit using the NEM. The
CCM assumes that surface charge is homogeneously distributed over the bacterial surface,
giving rise to relatively simple electrostatic field behavior (Ojeda et al., 2008). Therefore,
the existence of extra charged molecules on the surface (i.e., protein) might disturb the
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homogeneity of the surface charge distribution. The calculated pKa values from both
models are listed in Table 3.1. Regardless of cell type, the two models predicted similar
values for pKa2. However, the predicted pKa1 values using the CCM were consistently
lower than the values from the NEM, whereas the opposite was true for the predicted pKa3
values (where CCM results were consistently higher than NEM). Sites with pKa values of
3.15 to 4.5 may be indicative of the presence of carboxyl groups, sites with pKa 5.36-6.15
would be assigned to the phosphate group, and sites with pKa 7.46-9.75 could be tentatively
assigned to hydroxyl and amine groups (Dittrich and Sibler, 2005; Guiné et al., 2006; Haas,
2004; Hong and Brown, 2006; Ojeda et al., 2008). Reported pKa values vary for the
carboxyl group from 2-6, for the phosphate group from 5.6-7.2, for the amine group 8.6-9,
and for hydroxyl from 8-12 (Dittrich and Sibler, 2005; Guiné et al., 2006; Haas, 2004;
Hong and Brown, 2006; Ojeda et al., 2008).
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Figure 3.2 (a) Typical acid-base titration curves for induced cells (IC), uninduced cells (UC), and control
cells (CC) suspended in 0.01 M NaCl with final OD600 = 2. BG = background solution (0.1 M NaCl). (b), (c),
and (d) three-site (2 acid and 1 base) constant capacitance model (CCM) and three-site (2 acid and 1 base)
non-electrostatic model (NEM) curve fits for CC, UC, and IC, respectively.

Considerable difference was observed between the pKa3 values for the induced cells
compared to other cells. The higher value may correlate to the presence of PstS protein on
the surface of E. coli, which may provide additional deprotonated functional groups based
on the theoretical isoelectric point (pHpzc) of PstS of 8.39 (calculated based on the sequence
of amino acids, https://web.expasy.org/compute_pi/). Alternately, the average pHpzc for
unmodified E. coli cells is 6.6 (strain K12, from the proteome isoelectric point database
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(Kozlowski, 2016)). This is further demonstrated through the calculated pHpzc for the cells
(Table 3.1), which demonstrated that the induced cells have a higher pHpzc value compared
to the uninduced and control cells. Notably, acid-base titration analysis might not convey
all existing pKa values on the cell surface.

Table 3.1 Deprotonation constants (pKa) and point of zero charge (pHpzc) as calculated with ProtoFit GIU
using the constant capacitance model (CCM) and non-electrostatic model (NEM) for control cells,
uninduced cells, and induced cells.

Cell Type

Constant Capacitance
Model (CCM)

Non-Electrostatic Model
(NEM)

pKa1

pKa2

pKa3

pHpzc

pKa1

pKa2

pKa3

pHpzc

Control Cells

3.88

5.81

8.08

5.91

4.50

5.50

6.15

6.11

Uninduced Cells

3.15

5.45

8.05

5.54

4.45

5.36

7.46

6.75

Induced Cells

3.20

5.99

9.75

6.08

4.40

6.00

8.58

7.73

3.3.2.2 Macromolecular Structure and Composition of the Bacterial Surface
The XPS wide scan for the control cells, uninduced cells, and induced cells is
shown in Figure 3.3a. The overlying spectra reveal many peaks identified as C, N, and O
elements, with other peaks identified as Cl, S, and P. Notably, the outermost cell surface
(2-5 nm penetration depth) contains mainly C, N, and O. The carbon peak can indicate a
carboxylic group R-COO-, and the oxygen peak may be attributed to a single-bond oxygen
in hydroxide or an acetal group (Ojeda et al., 2008). The nitrogen peak likely represents
amine or amide groups characteristic of proteins, and the phosphorus can be attributed to
phosphate groups (Dufrêne et al., 1997; Omoike and Chorover, 2004; van der Mei et al.,
2000). The atomic composition of the bacterial surface resulting from the integration of the
C1s, N1s, O1s, and P1s peaks is listed in Figure 3.3a. The values of total carbon were similar
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for induced and uninduced cells, at approximately 10% more than the control cells. Other
compositions varied amongst the cell types. The oxygen content was higher in control cells
compared to induced and uninduced cells, whereas the nitrogen content was lower in
control cells compared to the other cells. This ostensibly stems from the addition of the
fusion protein (the backbone structure of which is a combination of amino acids, i.e.,
carbon and nitrogen constituents) in the induced and uninduced cells. In the uninduced
cells, the fusion protein may present as a result of “leaking protein expression” due to the
existence of lactose in the LB medium that triggers transcription of the lac operon.
Although XPS analysis provided quantitative characterization of the surface composition,
the results are highly sensitive and can vary due to minor variations such as OD600 readings,
peak limits, and the cell pellet washing procedure.
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Figure 3.3 (a) XPS spectra for freeze-dried samples of control cells, uninduced cells, and induced cells.
Acquisition with pass energy 100 eV and 1 eV step size using Mg Kα X-ray source. The inset table shows
the percentage atomic concentration of C, N, O, and P on the bacterial surface calculated from the XPS
spectra. (b) Infrared spectra of control cells, uninduced cells, and induced cells suspension in 10 mM TrisHCl solution at a final OD600 = 2. The spectra are vertically offset for clarity. Peaks were identified and
functional groups were assigned as shown in Appendix A (Table A2).
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The FTIR spectrum conveys molecular-level information about the functional
groups on the cell surface (Figure 3.3b; peak functional group assignments are listed in
Appendix A (Table A2). As all cells were from the same strain, similar FTIR spectra were
expected, with slight differences between the cell types as a result of protein
overexpression. The spectrum for the induced cells exhibited higher intensity peaks in the
protein region (≈1400-1700 cm-1). Three functional groups were identified in this region:
C=O stretching in amides (amide I at wavenumber ≈1654 cm-1), N-H bending and C-N
stretching in amides (amide II at wavenumber ≈1540 cm-1), and C-H deformation of
methylene (CH2) or methyl (CH3) groups of proteins at wavenumber ≈1455 cm-1.
Additionally, a hydroxyl group peak was identified (COOH at wavenumber ≈1270 cm-1).
The outcomes of FTIR spectra were consistent with previous examinations of cell surfaces
of different bacterial strains (Dittrich and Sibler, 2005; Filip et al., 2008; Jiang et al., 2004).
Results from the cell surface characterization analyses can inform understanding of
the differences in the surface chemical composition and functionality of different type of
cells. For example, acid-base titration analysis showed that protein expression could shift
the total surface charge of modified cells, affecting the electrostatic interaction between P
and PstS at different pH values.
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3.3.3

Phosphorus Desorption Batch Experiments
Before initiating adsorption tests, Pi desorption was performed to prepare the

proteins for effective Pi capture, analogous to the regeneration phase of phosphate ion
exchange media. Thus, desorption tests were initially conducted to remove legacy Pi since
-1
the cells were cultured in highly concentrated Pi medium (150-170 mg PO34 L ). As

detailed in the following sections, the use of an active cell-based system introduced
potential for variations in the influence of temperature, pH, and ionic strength not only on
phosphate capture and release using the surface-expressed PstS proteins, but also on the
cell’s basic functions related to Pi uptake and release. For simplicity, we have adopted the
terms “adsorption” and “desorption” to characterize Pi capture and release, while
recognizing that multiple mechanisms are actually at play in this cellular system.
3.3.3.1 Effect of Temperature
Phosphorus desorption from control cells, uninduced cells, and induced cells as a
function of temperature is illustrated in Figure 3.4a. Increasing the temperature to 40℃
promoted release of Pi from all cells, yielding approximately 5-6 times greater release than
at 20℃. Yang et al. (2016) also reported an increase in Pi release by E. coli cells as a
function of temperature. At 40℃, the induced cells desorbed approximately 20% more Pi
compared to the control cells. There was a significant difference between Pi release among
the three cell types as a function of temperature, with higher temperatures promoting
desorption (p = 0.001). However, there was no significant difference between Pi desorbed
from the uninduced cells and control cells at 20℃ (p = 0.64) and 30℃ (p = 0.29).
induced cells’ ability to release higher levels of Pi compared to other cells may
relate to the presence of overexpressed PstS protein on the cell surface. As extra P i ions
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can be attached to PstS proteins on the surface, higher levels of Pi are released once the
binding affinity is disrupted (e.g., structural disruption in PstS protein) by an external
factor. Therefore, increasing the temperature will facilitate Pi release and recovery.
3.3.3.2 Effect of pH
Adjusting pH significantly affected Pi release amongst the cell types, as shown in
Figure 3.4b (two-way ANOVA, p = 0.0092). At pH 5.5 and 7, there was no significant
difference in the amount of Pi released amongst the cell types (p = 0.087). This pH range
has no impact on the intracellular pH of E. coli cells, so metabolism, ion transport, and
other cellular functions will perform regularly (Slonczewski et al., 2009). Furthermore, no
difference was expected between the cell types as proteins are structurally stable in the
circumneutral pH range. In contrast, acidic and basic conditions noticeably impacted P i
release.
At pH 3.5, the control and uninduced cells released approximately 50% more P i
than the induced cells. In order to lessen the deleterious effects of high proton levels under
low pH conditions, several molecular strategies are employed for acid resistance (Lund et
al., 2014). The most well-known strategies are proton pumping, cell membrane
modification, production of ammonia and proton-consuming decarboxylation reactions,
repairing or damage prevention of proteins, and urea breakdown (Kanjee and Houry, 2013;
Lund et al., 2014). Proton pumping could be a reason for the increases in Pi release at low
pH observed here. Through this mechanism, protons are exported from the cytoplasm to
the extracellular space, which requires energy provided by ATP hydrolysis (Lund et al.,
2014). Potential pathways for release of free Pi ions produced during this reaction might
be (i) phosphorylation reactions inside the cell or (ii) active transport outside the cell to
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neutralize external surface charges. The strong acidic condition affects the surface charge
of proteins, providing a positive net surface charge. Consequently, the protein’s structure
is destabilized, and the protein’s functionality is lost (Appling et al., 2016). Although the
PstS protein’s phosphate-binding site might be disrupted, it is possible that free Pi ions
would be electrostatically attracted to the PstS protein’s surface. Hence, less Pi would be
released by the induced cells. Phosphate ions are negatively charged above pH 2.15 (i.e.,
the acid dissociation constants are pKa1 =2.15, pKa2 =7.2, and pKa3 =12.33) (Ajmal et al.,
2018).
Under basic pH conditions, induced cells offered the highest Pi release (p = 0.0092).
For all cell types, increasing the pH from 8.5 to 10.5 increased Pi release by approximately
60-70%. Similar to acidic conditions, E. coli cells may be capable of several possible
passive and active responses to high pH conditions. Three possible categories of actions
include chemical processes, metabolic responses, and cell wall destabilization (Claessens
et al., 2004). In metabolic responses, proton pumping can be used to prevent proton leakage
by actively transporting protons against the concentration gradient. This utilizes ATP as an
energy source to initiate proton transport. ATP hydrolysis reactions provide additional free
Pi ions in the cytoplasm. Proton pumping might be responsible for the increased release of
Pi ions. Strong basic conditions affect proteins’ surface charge, providing a negative net
surface charge. Therefore, the protein’s structure will be destabilized, and the protein’s
functionality will be lost (Appling et al., 2016). The phosphate-binding site of the PstS
protein would thus be disrupted, and the bound Pi ions would be released.
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Overall, acidic and basic pH conditions promoted Pi release, with the PstS protein
releasing more Pi at basic pH levels compared to acidic conditions. These results show that
basic conditions may be used for Pi release and recovery using the cell surface-displayed
system. Interestingly, the Pi release mechanism from PstS protein (i.e., disruption of
hydrogen bonds in the binding site) agreed with previous findings (Venkiteshwaran et al.,
2021), even though it was difficult to predict how intact cells would behave under variable
pH and temperature due to the bioenergetic and metabolic regulation mechanisms.
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Figure 3.4 Phosphate desorption from control cells (CC), uninduced cells (UC), and induced cells (IC) with
final OD600 = 1 as a function of (a) temperature, (b) pH, and (c) ionic strength. All experiments were
conducted in triplicate, and error bars denote ±1 standard deviation.
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3.3.3.3 Effect of Ionic Strength
The impact of ionic strength on Pi release from all cells is shown in Figure 3.4c.
Desorption of Pi from all cells significantly increased as ionic strength increased (two-way
ANOVA, p = 0.0055). Induced cells released more Pi than control and uninduced cells at
each ionic strength. The induced cells’ Pi release capacity was approximately 30% to 70%
greater than the other cells.
Normally, E. coli responds to ionic stress by ion transport and osmotic adjustment
(Shabala et al., 2009). Ions can be exchanged (influx/efflux) between the extracellular
space and the cytoplasmic pool of ions; cells can also synthesize anions and osmolytes to
restore turgor pressure and the normal ionic strength inside the cells (Shabala et al., 2009).
Two intracellular possibilities could explain the effect of ionic strength on P i desorption.
First, simple diffusion of Pi ions might occur considering that the intracellular
concentration of PO34 is higher than the extracellular concentration. Second, ion exchange
-1
with Clˉ would happen (i.e., Clˉ influx and PO34 L efflux). These explanations would

affect induced, uninduced, and control cells.
The binding affinity of PstS is also affected by ionic strength (Wang et al., 1994).
The dissociation constant of the PstS- Pi complex (Kd) increases approximately 20-fold at
0.3 M NaCl compared to no-salt solution (Ledvina et al., 1998). Affinity of PstS for anions
was found to be insensitive to the surface charge potential of the cleft region (functional
site), but extremely sensitive to electrostatic effects at the level of local hydrogen bonding
interactions (Ledvina et al., 1998). Thus, increased ionic strength disrupts hydrogen bonds,
leading to Pi release from the binding site (Ledvina et al., 1998). Therefore, induced cells
would offer greater Pi desorption compared to other cells, as observed here.
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3.3.3.4 Surface-expressed PstS vs Periplasmic-expressed PstS
A comparison of Pi release using periplasmic-expressed PstS (PP-PstS) and
surface-expressed PstS (SE-PstS) was performed under identical experimental conditions
(i.e., pH, T, and OD600 = 0.5). Figure 3.5 shows the amount of Pi released for both PstS
expressions at pH 6.8 and pH 3.8. Surface-expressed PstS released two times more Pi at
both pH values, which indicates that periplasmic-expressed PstS might be affected by the
intracellular activities that could impede Pi release compared to surface-expressed PstS that
is located outside the cells. Notably, the amount of protein expressed in the two different
systems was not assessed, but would be an important consideration for future assessments
in order to normalize Pi removal/release to the amount of protein present.

pH 6.8

pH 3.8

Figure 3.5 Comparison of phosphorus release using periplasmic-expressed PstS (PP-PstS) and surfaceexpressed PstS (SE-PstS). Data for the periplasmic-expressed-PstS is from Yang et al. (2016).
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3.3.4

Phosphorus Adsorption Batch Experiments
Adsorption batch tests were conducted using control cells and induced cells (the

uninduced cells were not tested as they performed similarly to the control cells in
desorption experiments). The cells’ capacity to remove Pi from solution was investigated
following an initial desorption step (starvation, pH & temperature, or enzyme). The pH
(10.5) and temperature (40℃) conditions were selected based on the previous desorption
batch results. Starvation and enzyme conditions were proposed as additional approaches to
be tested. Following desorption, the cells were suspended in two different phosphate
3- -1
-1
solutions (7 mg PO34 L or 70 mg PO4 L ; the cells’ exhibited low ability to remove Pi at

low initial concentrations, i.e., 1 mg L-1), and the resulting Pi removals are shown in Figure
3.6a and Figure 3.6b, respectively. Starvation, pH & temperature, and enzymatic conditions
(i.e., addition of purine nucleotide phosphorylase PNP and 7-methylguanosine) were used
to target minimal initial cellular/external Pi levels to prepare the E. coli cells for Pi
adsorption.
The most effective condition to prepare cells for Pi removal was “starvation”,
wherein control and induced cells were suspended in 10 mM Tris-HCl solution at pH 7 for
approximately 15 hr. This condition effectively released Pi for induced cells at both Pi
-1
concentrations but was not effective at 7 mg PO34 L for control cells (p = 0.636). Under

these conditions, additional Pi ions were released from the control cells (rather than Pi
removal). The free Pi in the cytoplasm was likely still too high, preventing the cells from
uptaking additional Pi. The induced cells provided approximately 48% additional Pi
-1
removal under starvation conditions with an initial concentration of 70 mg PO34 L .

Starvation conditions may force the cells to consume the pool of free Pi in the cytoplasm,
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of which potentially less is available in induced cells compared to control cells. Induced
cells would encounter additional stresses during the induction and translocation of fusion
protein (INP + PstS), which would require more production of ATP by utilizing the free Pi
in the cytoplasm.

a

b

Starvation

Starvation

pH &
Temperature

pH &
Temperature

Enzyme

Enzyme

Figure 3.6 Phosphate uptake by control cells and induced cells after desorption conditions (starvation, pH &
-1
temperature, and enzyme). Two phosphate concentrations were selected for adsorption tests (a) 7 mg PO34 L
3- -1
and (b) 70 mg PO4 L . All phosphate adsorption experiments were conducted in triplicate for 3 hr at room
temperature, 250 rpm mixing, and pH 6.7. Error bars denote ±1 standard deviation.
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Enzymatic and pH & temperature conditions did not significantly affect adsorption
at low Pi concentrations for either cell type (p = 0.872 and p = 0.991, respectively).
However, pH & temperature adjustment was more effective for Pi adsorption than
enzymatic treatment at higher Pi concentrations. Enzyme addition might only affect the
external surrounding and the fusion protein. The PNP enzyme converts free Pi to ribose 1phosphate (Brune et al., 1994). However, pH & temperature adjustment might affect both
the internal function of E. coli cells and the fusion protein. Induced cells adsorbed
approximately 22% more Pi than control cells under adjusted pH & temperature conditions.
These general observations are in accordance with the expectation that induced cells would
adsorb more Pi than control cells due to the presence of the PstS protein.
3.4

Conclusions
A cell surface-expressed PstS protein system was successfully developed and

characterized for Pi removal and recovery. Increasing temperature (up to 40℃) and ionic
strength (up to 1 M) increased phosphate release by 20% and 50%, respectively. Acidic
and basic pH conditions also promoted phosphate release, with the PstS protein releasing
≈ 63% more phosphate at basic pH levels compared to acidic conditions. Increasing
phosphate removal from solution was achieved when E. coli cells were exposed to
starvation conditions with low levels of Pi available. Induced cells provided 48% higher
phosphate removal compared to control cells, although removals were generally low.
Moreover, surface-expressed PstS showed 2 times higher ability to release Pi compared to
periplasmic-expressed PstS.
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Adsorption/desorption results provided proof-of-concept of the feasibility of Pi
release and recovery using cell-surface expressed PstS. However, further studies are
needed to optimize performance in order to achieve higher phosphate removal as cellular
functions impeded controlled Pi recovery. Also, investigating other microorganisms
targeting more stable induction of the fusion protein is recommended. Inducing mutants in
the Pst transport system to confine the cellular interaction might increase the efficiency of
the fusion protein in phosphate adsorption and desorption applications. The system must
also be tested and optimized for future wastewater/natural water applications.
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4

FIXED-BED COLUMN STUDY OF PHOSPHATE ADSORPTION USING
IMMOBILIZED PHOSPHATE-BINDING PROTEIN

This chapter was published as:
Hussein, F.; Mayer, B. (2022) Fixed-Bed Column Study of Phosphate Adsorption Using
Immobilized Phosphate-Binding Proteins. Chemosphere 295.
With permission, it was reformatted for this dissertation.

4.1

Introduction
Excessive orthophosphate (Pi) released from domestic, agricultural, and industrial

activities significantly contributes to eutrophication, which affects water quality and leads
to losses in biodiversity. While too much Pi is therefore problematic, conversely, too little
Pi also poses major challenges. Mineable phosphate is a finite resource that, on human
timescales, is being continuously depleted to supply fertilizers for food production.
Therefore, it is vital to efficiently manage Pi usage, and removing and recovering Pi from
waste streams whenever viable can contribute to this effort. Numerous technologies have
been applied to remove Pi from water/wastewater, including ion exchange resins, chemical
precipitation and crystallization, adsorption, membrane technology, and biological
treatment (Bui et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2017; Mayer et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2019; S. Yang
et al., 2016). Among these technologies, adsorption is a promising approach to remove Pi
to low final concentrations (Jia et al., 2020; Mayer et al., 2013; Pap et al., 2020).
Advantages include the adsorbents’ high selectivity, low cost, and durability in batch or
continuous-flow operating modes (Qiu et al., 2017). Adsorption performance, however,
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depends on the material itself and system conditions such as pH and sorbate concentration
(Pap et al., 2020).
Nature offers an effective Pi sorbent in the form of high-affinity phosphate-binding
proteins (PBPs) such as PstS, which selectively binds Pi in a deep cleft using 12 hydrogen
bonds (Ledvina et al., 1998; Luecke and Quiocho, 1990). Adsorptive systems utilizing PstS
have been developed for Pi removal and recovery (Choi et al., 2013; Hussein et al., 2020;
Li et al., 2009; Venkiteshwaran et al., 2020, 2018; Y. Yang et al., 2016). Using such
systems, effective Pi removal to ultra-low levels, even when starting at low concentrations,
has been demonstrated. PBP adsorbents also offer Pi recovery via pH adjustment to desorb
the captured molecules in a pure, concentrated form suitable for reuse (Hussein et al., 2020;
Venkiteshwaran et al., 2020). PBP features rapid adsorption in comparison to metal oxide
adsorbents (Venkiteshwaran et al., 2020). For example, Pi sorption using PBP was 30 to
240 times faster with 15 to 100 times higher adsorption affinity compared to zirconium and
copper oxides. Moreover, PBP can selectively adsorb Pi even in the presence of the
structurally similar arsenate ion (Venkiteshwaran et al., 2021). Previous PBP research
predominantly focused on proof-of-concept tests performed in batch systems rather than
the more realistic flow-through columns needed to optimize performance for practical
application.
Continuous-flow, fixed-bed columns are most practical for wastewater treatment as
they efficiently treat large volumetric flowrates (Hu et al., 2020). Fixed-bed column
experiments provide reliable information pertaining to breakthrough times, adsorption
conditions, and adsorbents’ stability during continuous use (Satya et al., 2021; Yanyan et
al., 2018). This study examined Pi adsorption using PBP immobilized on a resin material
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(PBP-NHS resin) operated in continuous-flow, fixed-bed column mode. The research
objectives were to (i) investigate the effect of column operating parameters (influent
concentration, bed volume, and flow rate) to establish a basis for large-scale column
design; (ii) evaluate the column’s reusability in multi-cycle operating mode and examine
its selectivity compared to a commercially available ion exchange resin, LayneRT TM; (iii)
assess PBP-NHS resin performance treating tertiary wastewater effluent; and (iv)
determine the breakthrough characteristics of the fixed-bed column using the Thomas,
Adams-Bohart, Yoon-Nelson, and bed depth service time (BDST) mathematical models.
4.2
4.2.1

Materials and Methods
Preparation of PBP-NHS Resin
The packed-bed material was prepared by immobilizing a purified solution of PBP

onto NHS-activated Sepharose resin [schematic illustration is shown in Appendix B
(Figure B1)]. This consisted of two major steps, expression and purification followed by
immobilization, as described below.
4.2.1.1 PBP Expression and Purification
The backbone overexpression plasmid pET22b including the pstS gene (A197C)
was obtained from Addgene, USA (plasmid #78198). The plasmid was transformed into
E. coli BL21(DE3) competent cells, as described by Solscheid et al. (2015). To express
and purify PBP, recombinant cells were cultivated in Luria Broth (LB) with 100 µg mL-1
ampicillin at 37℃ and vigorous agitation at 250 rpm. Once the cell suspension reached an
OD600 value of 0.6-0.8, 1 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added.
The IPTG was allowed to react with the culture for 3-4 hr, after which the induced cells
were centrifuged for 20 min at 1250 ×g. PBP expression in the cells was confirmed using
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sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), as described in
Hussein et al. (2020).
To obtain purified PBP solution, the PBP-expressed cell pellet was resuspended in
100 mL of binding buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4, 0.5 M NaCl, pH 8.0) and sonicated using a
Q500 Sonicator (Qsonica, USA) set at amplitude = 45%, pulse rate = 15 sec on and 45 sec
off. The lysate supernatant was collected following centrifugation at 6700 ×g for 45 min.
The supernatant was then added to a Ni SepharoseTM 6 Fast Flow resin column (GE
Healthcare Life Sciences, USA) to bind for 60 min at room temperature with gentle
agitation. Elution buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4, 0.5 M NaCl, 250 mM imidazole, pH 8.0) was
used to release the PBP, and 5 mL eluted fractions were collected. The protein’s presence
was verified in the eluted fractions using SDS-PAGE. The eluted PBP fraction was
dialyzed in buffer (0.2 M NaHCO3, 0.5 M NaCl, pH 7), and the PBP concentration was
measured using a Pierce™ BCA protein assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). The
PBP was stored with 14% glycerol solution at -80℃ until use.
4.2.1.2 PBP Immobilization on NHS-activated Sepharose
To immobilize PBP on the surface of NHS-activated Sepharose, purified PBP
samples were dialyzed using a Spectra/Por® 2 dialysis membrane (MWCO 12-14 kDa,
Spectrum Laboratories, Inc., USA) to remove the glycerol preservative. PBP dialysis was
conducted at room temperature for 2 hr with 4-6 exchanges of buffer (0.2 M NaHCO3, 0.5
M NaCl, pH 8). The dialyzed PBP was immobilized on NHS-activated SepharoseTM 4 Fast
Flow resins (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, USA) following the manufacturer's instructions
(71-5000-14 AD). Briefly, NHS-activated Sepharose resin was washed with 10-15 bed
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volumes of 1 mM HCl solution at 4℃. The washed resin was mixed with PBP solution at
a 1:1 volumetric ratio. The coupling reaction was performed at room temperature for 4 hr.
After reaction completion, the supernatant was collected and the concentration of
unbound PBP was measured using a Pierce™ BCA protein assay kit. The binding
efficiency of the NHS-activated Sepharose was 60-80%. The modified resin was blocked
against non-reacted groups using 2 bed volumes of 0.1 M Tris-HCl at pH 8.5 for 45 min.
The resin was then washed with low pH (0.1 M acetate, 0.5 M NaCl, pH 4-5) and high pH
(0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8-9) buffers in 3 repetitions of alternating wash cycles. To remove
the legacy Pi adsorbed on the PBP during the expression and purification process, PBPNHS resin was washed with 5 bed volumes of Tris buffer at pH 12.5, which completely
desorbed Pi from the PBP-NHS resin (Venkiteshwaran et al., 2018). The PBP-NHS resin
was kept at 4℃ until use within 48 hr.
4.2.2

Fixed-Bed Adsorption Studies
Continuous-flow, fixed-bed column experiments were conducted to evaluate the

column performance under various operating parameters: influent concentration, bed
volume, flow rate, and multi-cycle operating mode. These tests were performed in wellcontrolled laboratory buffers. The selectivity of PBP-NHS resin was evaluated in
comparison to a commercially available resin, LayneRTTM. Additionally, a lab-scale
experiment using tertiary wastewater effluent was performed to further assess the
performance of PBP-NHS resin in more realistic settings.
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4.2.2.1 The Influence of Column Operating Parameters
PBP-NHS resin was packed into Bio-Rad’s Poly-Prep® columns (0.8 cm ID x 4 cm
H). A peristaltic pump was used to maintain continuous downflow of Pi solution.
Experimental conditions are listed in Table 4.1. Each set of experiments was conducted in
duplicate. Effluent fractions (1.0 mL) were collected at room temperature for all
experiments at regular time intervals until the bed was exhausted (i.e., the effluent P i
concentration [Ct] equaled the influent Pi concentration [C0]). The column’s breakthrough
point was determined as Ct/C0 = 10%, and the column’s point of exhaustion was Ct/C0 =
90%. Influent and effluent Pi concentrations were measured using the standard ascorbic
acid method (APHA, 2005).

Table 4.1 Continuous-flow fixed-bed column experimental design.

Experimental Conditions
Parameter

Variable influent concentration

Variable bed volume

Variable flowrate

Influent
Concentration, C0
-1
(mg PO34 L )

Bed
Volume,
BV (mL)

Flow rate, Q
(mL min-1)

0.5
1.0
1.5
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.75
0.75
0.75

1.5
1.5
1.5
0.5
1.0
1.5
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.3

PBP-NHS resin must also be reusable such that the Pi binding ability of the system
is restored following desorption (Kuroda et al., 2000). Moreover, the recovered Pi from
desorption can be utilized for subsequent reuse. To evaluate the system’s reusability,
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consecutive adsorption-desorption cycles were conducted three times with an influent Pi
-1
concentration of 1.1 mg PO34 L , 1.0 mL bed volume of drained PBP-NHS resin, and 0.2

mL min-1 flow rate. The desorption cycle was performed using 3 bed volumes of Tris buffer
at pH 12.5. A control column experiment with only NHS resin (without PBP) was also
performed to ensure no Pi adsorption was associated with NHS-activated Sepharose. The
control test showed that the NHS resin by itself did not adsorb Pi, meaning that all
adsorptive performance was derived from the PBP’s functionality.
4.2.2.2 PBP-NHS Resin’s Pi Selectivity
To compare the selectivity of PBP-NHS resin to a commercially available Pselective resin LayneRTTM (Layne Christensen Co., The Woodlands, TX), parallel
experiments using Pi-only solution and multi-ion solution were conducted. For PBP-NHS
resin, the fixed-bed column was operated with 0.35 g PBP-NHS resin, flow rate of 0.2 mL
min-1, and 1.5 mg L-1 Pi-only solution (spiked as KH2PO4). An identical column was
operated with a multi-ion solution containing 1.5 mg L-1 each of KH2PO4, MgSO4, CaCl2,
KNO3, and NaHCO3. Tests using both water matrices were conducted in duplicate.
Analogous experiments were conducted using LayneRTTM resin. The fixed-bed column
was performed with 0.35 g LayneRTTM resin, flow rate of 0.2 mL min-1, and Pi-only
solution of 1.0 g L-1. For multi-ion solution test, 1.0 g L-1 of each (KH2PO4, MgSO4, CaCl2,
KNO3, and NaHCO3), flow rate of 0.2 mL min-1, and 0.35 g LayneRTTM resin were used.
Both experiments were conducted in duplicate.
A continuous-flow, fixed-bed column test was also performed using tertiary
wastewater effluent to evaluate the PBP column’s performance in more realistic
applications. Tertiary wastewater effluent was collected from the fifth pass of the
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chlorination basin at the South Shore Water Reclamation Facility (Oak Creek, WI).
Tertiary wastewater samples were analyzed for water quality parameters, as shown in
-1
Appendix B (Table B1). The influent Pi concentration was ≈0.75 mg PO34 L and the

column was operated with 0.5 mL drained PBP-NHS resin and a flow rate of 0.3 mL min1

. Consecutive 1 mL samples were collected until the effluent concentration equaled the

influent. A reusability test was conducted for tertiary wastewater effluent (three
consecutive adsorption-desorption cycles) using these same fixed-bed column parameters,
with desorption using 3 bed volumes of Tris buffer at pH 12.5.
4.2.2.3 Statistical Analysis
One-way ANOVA was performed to assess the differences in breakthrough curves
for multi-cycle operation mode (reusability study), as well as to assess the differences in
breakthrough curves for the selectivity study. All statistics were performed using Excel
with a significance level of α = 0.05.
4.2.3

Mathematical Modeling of Breakthrough Curves
Breakthrough curves showing the ratio of effluent concentration to influent

concentration with respect to time (Ct/C0 vs t) were modeled using the empirical AdamsBohart, Thomas, Yoon-Nelson, and Bed-Depth/Service Time (BDST) models to determine
the dynamic properties of fixed-bed column operation for scaling-up purposes and
performance comparison (Satya et al., 2021). These models are the most widely used to
analyze adsorbent-adsorbate behavior in column-mode system operation (Patel, 2019).
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4.2.3.1 Adams-Bohart Model
The Adams-Bohart model was developed based on the surface reaction theory,
which predicts that equilibrium is not immediate. Hence, the rate of adsorption is
proportional to the remaining capacity of the adsorbent and the concentration of adsorbate
(Chowdhury et al., 2015). The model equation and its linearized form are shown in
Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.2, respectively.

Ct
N0Z
= exp (KABC0t - KAB
)
C0
U0

ln

Ct
N0Z
= KABC0t - KAB
C0
U0

(eq 4.1)

(eq 4.2)

where C0 and Ct are the influent and effluent Pi concentrations (mg L-1), respectively. Z is
the bed height (cm), U0 is the superficial velocity (cm min-1), KAB is the Adams-Bohart rate
constant (L (mg-min)-1), and N0 is the saturation concentration (mg L-1). Values for KAB
and N0 are calculated from the slope and the intercept of Equation 4.2, respectively.
4.2.3.2 Thomas Model
The Thomas model was developed based on the assumption of the Langmuir
adsorption isotherm with no axial dispersion, with second-order biosorption reaction
kinetics (Recepoğlua et al., 2018). The Thomas model is shown in Equation 4.3 and its
linearized form is in Equation 4.4
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Ct
=
C0

ln (

1
KTHq m
1 + exp ( Q 0 - KTHC0t)

KTH q0 m
C0
- 1) =
- KTHC0t
Ct
Q

(eq 4.3)

(eq 4.4)

where C0 and Ct are the influent and effluent Pi concentrations (mg L-1), m is the weight of
PBP-resin (g), Q is the flow rate (mL min-1), KTH is the Thomas rate constant (L (mg-min)1

), and q0 is the adsorption capacity (mg g-1). Values for KTH and q0 are calculated from the

slope and the intercept of Equation 4.4, respectively.
4.2.3.3 Yoon-Nelson Model
The Yoon-Nelson model is a simple theoretical model derived based on the
assumption that decreasing rate of adsorption for a molecule is proportional to adsorbate
adsorption and breakthrough on the adsorbent (Chowdhury et al., 2013; Patel, 2019). The
model equation and its linearized form are described in Equation 4.5 and Equation 4.6,
respectively.

Ct
exp (KYN t - τKYN)
=
C0
1 + exp (KYN t - τKYN)

ln

Ct
= KYN t - τKYN
C0 - Ct

(eq 4.5)

(eq 4.6)

where C0 and Ct are the influent and effluent Pi concentrations (mg L-1), KYN is YoonNelson rate constant (min-1), and τ is the time required for 50% adsorbate breakthrough
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(min). Values for KYN and τ can be found from the slope and the intercept of Equation 4.6,
respectively.
4.2.3.4 Bed-Depth/Service Time Model
The BDST model is used to predict how long the column’s packed-bed material
can last before regeneration or replacement (Samarghandi et al., 2014). The BDST model
was developed based on a surface chemical reaction between the adsorbate and the unused
capacity of the adsorbent, with negligible intraparticle diffusion (Oh et al., 2009;
Samarghandi et al., 2014). The linear relationship of bed depth (i.e., height) to service time
is given by Equation 4.7 (Oh et al., 2009).

t =

N0Z
1
C0
ln (
- 1)
C0F KBDSTC0
Ct

(eq 4.7)

where C0 and Ct are the influent and effluent Pi concentrations (mg L-1), KBDST is the rate
constant of the BDST model (L (mg-min)-1), and N0 is the adsorption capacity (mg L-1), Z
is the bed depth (cm), F is the linear velocity (cm min-1), and t is the service time (min).
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4.3
4.3.1

Results and Discussion
Fixed-Bed Adsorption Studies
To design and run fixed-bed columns for realistic full-scale operation, smaller-scale

breakthrough curves tested as a function of operating parameters are needed (Manjunath
and Kumar, 2021). To inform scale-up and implementation, the breakthrough curves from
the continuous-flow, fixed-bed column experiments using PBP-NHS resin are discussed in
the following sections.
4.3.1.1 Column Operating Parameters
Effect of Influent Pi Concentration

The effect of influent Pi concentration on the breakthrough curve was investigated
-1
for influent levels of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 mg PO34 L , as illustrated in Figure 4.1a. Increasing

influent Pi concentration resulted in a steeper breakthrough curve due to faster mass
transfer. Time to breakthrough was faster as influent Pi concentration increased, with
-1
values of 100, 55, and 45 min for 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 mg PO34 L , respectively (145, 100, and
-1
60 min for exhaustion). At the lowest influent Pi concentration tested (0.5 mg PO34 L ) the

number of treated bed volumes was 20, or approximately twice that treated when the P i
concentration doubled. This general trend (i.e., increasing the concentration expedites
breakthrough) was expected because the available active PBP binding sites were more
rapidly occupied in the presence of higher Pi concentration, and the column was saturated
more quickly. Yet, the exact timing of column breakthrough and exhaustion under variable
conditions is needed for scale-up and must be determined experimentally.
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a

b

c

d

Figure 4.1 Breakthrough curves (ratio of effluent to influent P i concentration [Ct/C0] as a function of
operating time) under different column operating parameters: (a) influent P i concentration, (b) bed volume,
-1
(c) flow rate, and (d) multi-cycle column experiment at influent concentration of 1.1 mg PO34 L , bed volume
-1
of 1 mL, and flow rate of 0.2 mL min . Note that the maximum time varies among the panels. All column
tests were conducted in duplicate, as indicated by the error bars.

Effect of Bed Volume

The effect of bed volume (controlled by bed height) on the breakthrough curve is
shown in Figure 4.1b. Noticeably longer time to breakthrough was obtained as the bed
volume increased from 0.5 mL to 1.5 mL. Time to breakthrough was 25, 45, and 75 min
for 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 mL of drained PBP-NHS resin, respectively (35, 70, and 90 min for
exhaustion). Increasing the bed volume provided more PBP active binding sites in the
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column to capture Pi; therefore, a longer time was needed to reach complete saturation
(column exhaustion). The number of treated bed volumes doubled from 5 to approximately
10 as bed volume doubled, which suggests a uniform distribution of PBP adsorption on
NHS-activated Sepharose. This lab-scale breakthrough data can be used to advance scaledup design for large-scale column applications.
Effect of Feed Flow Rate

The effect of influent Pi flow rate on the breakthrough curve is shown in Figure
4.1c. As expected, time to breakthrough was more rapid as influent Pi flow rate increased.
Time to breakthrough was 80, 40, and 23 min for 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 mL min-1, respectively
(100, 55, and 37 min for exhaustion). The available PBP binding sites were rapidly
occupied when higher rates of Pi molecules entered the column.
Reusability

To evaluate the system’s reusability, consecutive adsorption-desorption cycles
were conducted three times, as shown in Figure 4.1d. The desorption cycle, which
consisted of three bed volumes of wash with pH 12.5 Tris buffer, released all P i from the
column. For the first cycle, the breakthrough time was 40 min, and the exhaustion time was
55 min with a treated bed volume of 8 mL. For the second cycle, the breakthrough time
was 40 min, and the exhaustion time was 50 min with a treated bed volume of 8 mL. For
the third cycle, the breakthrough time was 35 min, and the exhaustion time was 45 min
with a treated bed volume of 7 mL. The experimental data showed slight variation in the
breakthrough curves between the cycles. However, one-way ANOVA showed no
significant difference between the three cycles (p = 0.93). Thus, there was no loss in PBPNHS resin performance for at least three cycles of adsorption/desorption in column mode
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operation. Venkiteshwaran et al. (2018) similarly showed no loss in performance over 10
cycles of adsorption/desorption in batch-mode operation.
4.3.1.2 Selectivity of PBP-NHS Resin in More Complex Matrices
Phosphate-only Versus Multi-ion Buffer

An adsorbent’s selectivity is important for actual applications in which many
potential competitors may be present in solution. Higher selectivity offers higher removal
in the presence of other constituents, and also leads to a purer recovered product, which
enhances the value of the process. The selectivity of PBP-NHS resin was investigated in
parallel sets of experiments using Pi-only solution and multi-ion synthetic solution (Figure
4.2a). There was no significant difference between the breakthrough curves (p = 0.81), with
each having a breakthrough time of 20 min with 4 mL treated bed volume and time to
exhaustion of approximately 35 min. This demonstrates the high Pi-selectivity of PBPNHS resin, in agreement with previous batch tests (Venkiteshwaran et al., 2020).
For comparison, Figure 4.2b illustrates the breakthrough curves for Pi-only solution
and multi-ion solution experiments using commercially available, phosphate-selective ion
exchange resin, LayneRTTM. Noticeably, LayneRTTM resin’s performance was affected by
competing anions, where competing anions decreased the time to exhaustion by 20 min.
Additionally, the LayneRTTM resin’s Pi removal capacity (40 mg P per g LayneRTTM resin)
dropped by 20% due to the presence of competing anions. Accordingly, although
LayneRTTM resin offers much more selective Pi adsorption relative to common adsorbents
such as granular activated carbon, competition due to other ions can impact performance,
as also reported in other studies (Martin et al., 2018; Ownby et al., 2021; Tang, 2015;
Williams et al., 2015; You et al., 2016). Conversely, the presence of other anions and
cations did not impede Pi adsorption using the PBP-NHS resin.
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a

PBP-NHS Resin

b

LayneRT Resin

Figure 4.2 Comparison of breakthrough curves (ratio of effluent to influent P i concentration [Ct/C0] as a
function of operating time) using P i-only solution versus multi-ion solution (containing phosphate, sulfate,
chloride, nitrate, and bicarbonate ions) for two different phosphate-selective resins: (a) PBP-NHS resin, (b)
LayneRTTM resin. All column tests were conducted in duplicate, as indicated by the error bars.

Wastewater

To investigate PBP-NHS resin’s performance under more realistic conditions,
tertiary wastewater effluent was tested in continuous-flow, fixed-bed columns. The
breakthrough curves for a single column run and multi-cycle column run are illustrated in
Figure 4.3a and Figure 4.3b, respectively. Compared to the Pi synthetic solution
experiments, the wastewater breakthrough curve had a typical S-shape with a breakthrough
time of 20 min and exhaustion time of 43 min. The curve was more gradual (i.e., there was
not a quick jump in the effluent concentration), with 23 min between breakthrough and
exhaustion compared to 10 min using the Pi-only solution. The tertiary wastewater
components likely served as a physical barrier, i.e., causing steric hindrance to prevent P i
from accessing the immobilized PBP’s active binding, thus extending the time to
exhaustion. While extending the time to exhaustion can be beneficial in application, it
would be important to monitor effluent concentrations to ensure compliance with the
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discharge limits during the extended cycle. Although the shape of the breakthrough curves
differed, there was no difference in adsorption capacity as the PBP-NHS resin achieved
96% of its maximum theoretical capacity in both synthetic solution and wastewater (20 µg
P per g PBP-NHS resin).

a

b

Figure 4.3 Breakthrough curves (ratio of effluent to influent P i concentration [Ct/C0] as a function of
operating time) for tertiary wastewater effluent tests: (a) single-column experiment and (b) multi-cycle
column experiment. Both tests were performed using a bed volume of 0.5 mL, flow rate of 0.3 mL min -1, and
-1
influent phosphate concentration of 0.75 mg PO34 L . All column tests were conducted in duplicate, as
indicated by the error bars.

Three consecutive cycles of adsorption/desorption using the column to treat
wastewater showed no significant reduction (p = 0.91) in the time to exhaustion and the
treated bed volume. The first cycle had a breakthrough time of 23 min and exhaustion time
of 40 min with a 7-mL treated bed volume. The second and third cycles had breakthrough
times of 20 min and exhaustion times of 37 min with a 6-mL treated bed volume.
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4.3.2

Mathematical Modeling of Breakthrough Curves

4.3.2.1 Breakthrough Curve Fitting with the Adams-Bohart, Thomas, and YoonNelson Models
Parameters for the Adams-Bohart, Thomas, and Yoon Nelson models are provided
in Table 4.2. A comparison between the empirical and theoretical breakthrough curves
predicted using these models at different influent Pi concentration is shown in Appendix B
(Figures B2-B4). The linear regression analyses and the breakthrough curve comparison at
different bed volumes and flow rates for all models are shown in Appendix B (Figures B5B10). The breakthrough curves were well fit using the Thomas and Yoon-Nelson models
(R2 > 0.95). The strong alignment of the experimental data with the Thomas model suggests
that Pi adsorption occurs in a monolayer (Langmuir isotherm assumption) with no axial
dispersion. In contrast, the Adams-Bohart model only fit well to the initial part of the
breakthrough curve (Ct/C0 < 0.1). This agrees with previous reports that the Adams-Bohart
model is usually used to describe only the initial part of the breakthrough curve (Singh et
al., 2020).
As influent Pi concentration increased, the Thomas model rate constant (KTH)
decreased, while the sorption capacity (q0) increased. The same trend was observed for the
Adams-Bohart model. Higher adsorbate concentration increases the resistance to mass
transfer and thus decreases the rate constants (Manjunath and Kumar, 2021). Conversely,
the Yoon-Nelson rate constant (KYN) increased as influent Pi concentration increased.
Using the Yoon-Nelson model, the time to Ct/C0 = 50% (τ) decreased from 96.7 min to
-1
44.2 min as Pi concentration increased from 0.5 to 1.5 mg PO34 L .
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The percent error (ε) between τ determined using the experimental data versus the
predicted model was 8% - 12%. For the Thomas model, the error between Ct/C0 = 50%
values determined using the experimental data versus the predicted model was 3% - 9%,
suggesting that both Thomas and Yoon-Nelson models provide good predictions of the
dynamic behavior of the PBP-NHS resin column.
All model rate constants decreased as bed volume increased, while the sorption
capacity increased. Greater bed depth slows the mass transfer rate by increasing the
residence time between the adsorbate and adsorbent (Manjunath and Kumar, 2021). The
time required for Ct/C0 = 50% (τ) increased from 22.4 min to 67.6 min as bed volume
increased from 0.5 to 1.5 mL of drained PBP-NHS resin. The error between experimental
and predicted Ct/C0 = 50% values was 16% - 20% using the Yoon-Nelson model and 0.1%
- 0.4% using the Thomas model.
The Thomas model rate constant (KTH) and sorption capacity (q0) increased as flow
rate increased. The same trend was observed for the Adams-Bohart model, where the mass
transfer coefficient (KAB) and saturation concentration (N0) increased as influent Pi flow
rate increased. Similarly, the Yoon-Nelson rate constant (KYN) increased as influent Pi flow
rate increased. The time required for Ct/C0 = 50% (τ) decreased from 76.5 min to 24.8 min
as influent Pi flow rates increased from 0.1 to 0.3 mL. The error (ε) between experimental
and predicted values was 11% for all operating flow rates using the Yoon-Nelson model
and 0.3% - 0.7% using the Thomas model.
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Table 4.2 Adams-Bohart, Thomas, and Yoon-Nelson model parameters for varying column operating conditions.

Adams-Bohart model
C0
(mg L-1)

Z
Q
(cm) (mL min-1)

Thomas model

Yoon-Nelson model

EBCT
(min)

KAB
(L [mg-min]-1)

N0
(mg L-1)

R2

KTH
(L [mg-min]-1)

q0
(mg g-1)

R2

KYN
(min-1)

τ
(min)

R2

0.5

3

0.2

7.5

0.209

9.51

0.78

0.458

12.1

0.95

0.260

96.7

0.95

1.0

3

0.2

7.5

0.164

10.5

0.80

0.276

13.1

0.95

0.308

57.5

0.89

1.5

3

0.2

7.5

0.203

10.5

0.81

0.429

13.8

0.97

0.630

44.2

0.97

0.65

1

0.2

2.5

0.249

8.62

0.85

0.882

10.0

1.00

0.562

22.4

1.00

0.65

2

0.2

5.0

0.055

9.01

0.90

0.266

9.32

0.97

0.137

38.2

0.96

0.65

3

0.2

7.5

0.156

8.03

0.97

0.376

10.3

1.00

0.169

67.6

1.00

0.75

2

0.1

10.0

0.139

7.45

0.85

0.404

9.43

1.00

0.308

76.5

1.00

0.75

2

0.2

5.0

0.143

8.07

0.83

0.458

9.63

1.00

0.350

39.1

1.00

0.75

2

0.3

3.3

0.433

7.00

0.88

0.857

8.78

0.99

0.625

24.8

0.99

-1
-1
C0, influent Pi concentration (mg PO34 L ); Z, bed depth (cm); Q, flow rate (mL min ); EBCT, empty bed contact time (min); K AB, mass transfer coefficient (L
-1
-1
[mg-min] ); N0, saturation concentration (mg L ); KTH, Thomas model rate constant (L [mg-min]-1); q0, sorption capacity (mg g-1); KYN, Yoon-Nelson rate
constant (min-1); τ, time required for 50% breakthrough (min).
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4.3.2.2 Application of the Bed-Depth/Service Time (BDST) Model
Service time reflects the useful operating time prior to regeneration or replacing the
column media under specific operating conditions and is useful to scale up and optimize a
fixed-bed adsorption system (Ang et al., 2020). The predicted bed service time at different
influent Pi concentrations and flow rates using the BDST model is illustrated in Figure 4.4,
with 10% and 90% breakthrough. Experimental data fit to the BDST equation (R2 > 0.95)
are shown in Appendix B (Figures B11 and B12). For the tertiary wastewater effluent
(Figure B13, Figure B14, and Table B2), the models also performed well (R2 = 0.99).

a

b

c

d
e

Figure 4.4 Calculated bed service time for breakthrough (10% BT; panels a and c) and exhaustion (90% BT;
panels b and d). Panels a and b illustrate the impact of different influent phosphate concentrations, while
panels c and d illustrate the impact of different flow rates.
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4.4

Conclusions
A comprehensive lab-scale, fixed-bed column study of Pi adsorption using PBP-

NHS resin was conducted in this study. Highly selective Pi separation was observed, as
illustrated by the sharp S-shape of the breakthrough curves. There was no significant
decline in the column’s performance over three consecutive cycles in either synthetic
solution or tertiary wastewater, substantiating PBP-NHS resin’s reusability, as well as the
potential to recover the captured Pi for subsequent reuse. Furthermore, the resin’s capacity
was unaffected by competing anions, whereas the LayneRTTM column capacity dropped
20% in the presence of other anions. The Thomas and Yoon-Nelson models satisfactorily
described the breakthrough characteristics for PBP-NHS resin and BDST analysis
predicted breakthrough service times. This study supports the potential for implementation
of fixed-bed, flow through systems featuring the high-affinity PBP bio-adsorbent to
effectively remove Pi to ultra-low levels while recovering Pi from wastewater. The results
herein inform design and scale up of PBP-NHS resin adsorption system, although settingspecific parameters must also be accounted for during system design and implementation.
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5

5.1

PHOSPHATE-BINDING PROTEIN (PBP)-LOADED IRON OXIDE
PARTICLES: ADSORPTION PERFORMANCE FOR PHOSPHORUS
REMOVAL FROM WATER

Introduction
Releasing excess inorganic phosphorus (Pi) from point and nonpoint sources

prompts eutrophication in receiving waterbodies. While too much Pi is bad, too little is
problematic as well, given that phosphate rock is a finite resource that is being continuously
depleted to supply fertilizers for food production (Dodds and Smith, 2016). It is therefore
important to effectively remove and recover Pi from waste streams to better manage Pi
usage. Chemical and biological technologies have been applied to remove Pi from different
water matrices (Bui et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2017; Mayer et al., 2013). However, some
technologies such as biological processes are not able to meet strict discharge standards of
< 0.1 mg L-1 (Oehmen et al., 2007). Chemical precipitation, which is a typical method to
remove Pi from high volume biologically treated effluent, has secondary issues, e.g., an
additional clarification step is needed, it produces large amounts of chemical sludge, and
it has additional disposal expenses (Mahardika et al., 2018).
Adsorption is a favorable approach to remove Pi by partitioning it to surfaces, where
Pi can be attached and then released under controlled conditions (Muhammad et al., 2019).
Adsorption may provide high selectivity and a low-cost solution for Pi removal and
recovery (Qiu et al., 2017). Adsorbent materials exhibit variable adsorptive selectivity and
capacity, depending on the surface chemistry, porosity, and contact surface area (Wang
and Peng, 2010). A common challenge across many adsorbents is related to selectivity
(Muhammad et al., 2019). Adsorbate removal can be significantly reduced through
competition for the media’s active sites from other competing elements (Muhammad et al.,
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2019). For instance, Pi removal from wastewater by ferric nanoparticles is likely affected
by sulphate, chloride, and bicarbonate due to anion competition (Martin et al., 2018).
Highly selective Pi adsorbents are therefore of great interest for improved performance.
High affinity phosphate-binding proteins (PBP) may offer one means of selective
adsorption.
Adsorption and recovery of Pi has been documented using several different
configurations of immobilized PBP (Choi et al., 2013; Hussein et al., 2020; Hussein and
Mayer, 2022; Li et al., 2009; Venkiteshwaran et al., 2021, 2020, 2018; Y. Yang et al.,
2016). Effective Pi removal to ultra-low levels (< 100 µg L-1) has been confirmed using
such systems (Hussein and Mayer, 2022; Venkiteshwaran et al., 2020, 2018). The PBP
binds Pi to amino acid residues using 12 hydrogen bonds at the binding site (Ledvina et al.,
1998; Luecke and Quiocho, 1990). PBP adsorbents offer Pi recovery by adjusting pH to
greater than 10, which yields a concentrated Pi solution that is suitable for reuse, e.g., as
fertilizer feedstock (Hussein et al., 2020). PBP provides improved adsorption in
comparison to metal oxide adsorbents, offering at least 30 times faster adsorption, and at
least 15 times higher affinity (Venkiteshwaran et al., 2020). Accordingly, immobilized PBP
is a promising adsorbent material for Pi removal and recovery; however, previous PBP
research identified the need to enhance the material’s adsorption capacity to make PBP a
viable alternative for implementation (Hussein and Mayer, 2022; Venkiteshwaran et al.,
2020, 2018).
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To increase adsorbent capacity, smaller particles from micro- to nano-scale may be
used as the base material on which PBP is immobilized. A range of surfaces can be utilized
for biomaterial conjugation (e.g., metals, polymers, or silica). Magnetic nanoparticles
(MNPs) have been extensively used in biomedical applications, such as drug delivery and
enzyme conjugation, due to their unique properties such as stability, high surface area, and
biocompatibility (Vallabani and Singh, 2018). MNPs have also received great
consideration for environmental applications such as treating polluted water (GómezPastora et al., 2014). MNPs modified with functional groups (-NH2, -COOH, -SH) and
inorganic/organic-coated MNPs were used to adsorb heavy metals and toxic dyes (GómezPastora et al., 2014). A major advantage of MNPs is that they can be easily collected from
environmental

matrices

using

an

external

magnetic

field.

Superparamagnetic

nanomaterials exhibit strong attraction to external magnetic fields, but do not attract each
other, hence reducing the risk of particle aggregation (Gómez-Pastora et al., 2014).
In this study, superparamagnetic NHS-activated iron oxide particles (IOPs) were
modified by immobilizing PBP on the surface to study Pi adsorption potential. The
hypothesis was that use of the IOPs would increase PBP attachment, in turn increasing Pi
adsorption capacity compared to previously established PBP-modified resin and
unmodified iron oxide particles (IOPs). It was also anticipated that PBP-IOPs would
facilitate Pi recovery compared to unmodified IOPs because free Pi can be released from
PBP binding site while it could be difficult to release Pi from Fe-P complex. The research
objectives were to: (1) Examine Pi adsorption kinetics and isotherms using the PBP-IOP
adsorbent and assess its removal capacity compared to previous PBP research; (2) Evaluate
the effect of pH, temperature, and ionic strength (all of which often impact
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water/wastewater treatment process performance) on Pi removal efficiency; (3) Evaluate
the selectivity of the PBP-IOP adsorbent using synthetic multi-ion solution as well as
tertiary wastewater effluent; and (4) Test the reusability of PBP-IOP adsorbent in multiple
adsorption-desorption cycles and compare performance to IOPs without conjugated PBP.
5.2
5.2.1

Materials and Methods
Preparation of the PBP-IOP Adsorbent
The PBP-IOP adsorbent was prepared by immobilizing a purified solution of PBP

onto BcMagTM NHS-activated magnetic beads (Bioclone Inc, USA). The PBP expression
and purification procedures were conducted as described by Hussein and Mayer (2022).
Briefly, E. coli BL21(DE3) competent cells containing plasmid pET22b (Addgene, USA)
were grown in Luria Broth (LB) with 100 µg mL-1 ampicillin at 37℃ and vigorous
agitation at 250 rpm. When the cell suspension reached an OD600 value of 0.6-0.8, 1 mM
final concentration isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added to induce
PBP expression for 3-4 hr. PBP expression was confirmed by sodium dodecyl sulfate
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), as described by Hussein et al. (2020).
The induced cells were centrifuged for 20 min at 1250 ×g, and the cell pellets were
collected for the purification step.
To purify PBP, the cell pellets were resuspended in 100 mL of binding buffer (50
mM NaH2PO4, 0.5 M NaCl, pH 8.0) and sonicated to rupture the cell membrane and release
the cytoplasmic content. A Q500 sonicator (Qsonica, USA) was set at amplitude = 45%,
pulse rate = 15 sec on and 45 sec off. The supernatant of the cell’s lysate was added to a
Ni SepharoseTM 6 Fast Flow resin column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, USA) to bind for
60 min at room temperature with gentle agitation. To release PBP from the column, elution
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buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4, 0.5 M NaCl, 250 mM imidazole, pH 8.0) was used, and 5 mL
eluted fractions were collected. The collected PBP fractions were combined and dialyzed
in buffer (0.1 M NaHCO3, 0.15 M NaCl, pH 7.4) using a Spectra/Por® 2 dialysis membrane
(MWCO 12-14 kDa, Spectrum Laboratories, Inc., USA) at room temperature. The PBP
concentration was measured using a Pierce™ BCA protein assay kit (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, USA) and the dialyzed solution was stored in 14% glycerol at -80℃ until use.
BcMagTM NHS-activated magnetic beads were used to conjugate PBP on the
surface, following the manufacturer’s protocol with slight modification (i.e., washing step
with deionized water instead of Tris buffer and blocking with Tris buffer instead of
ethanolamine). Magnetic beads of 1 µm diameter (300 mg) were transferred to a centrifuge
tube and washed with deionized water before coupling. The PBP solution (10 mL at 1 mg
mL-1) was added to the beads and mixed well by gentle vortexing. The reaction tube was
kept at room temperature for 4-6 hr with continuous rotation using a multi-purpose tube
rotator (FisherbrandTM, Model No. 88861049). A magnetic bar was used to separate the
beads from the PBP solution. The PBP solution was drained and the concentration of
unbound PBP was measured using a Pierce™ BCA protein assay kit. The PBP coupling
density on the BcMagTM NHS-activated magnetic beads was 12-15 mg PBP per g IOPs.
The beads were resuspended in 10 mL blocking buffer (0.05 M Tris-HCl, 0.5 M NaCl, pH
8) at room temperature for 60 min. After that, the beads were washed with washing buffer
(0.01 M Tris-HCl, 1 mM MgCl2, pH 7) 2-3 times. The PBP-IOP adsorbent was stored at
4°C until use within 48 hr. To remove the legacy Pi adsorbed on PBP during the expression
and purification processes, the PBP-IOP adsorbent was washed with Tris buffer at pH 11.5-
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12 prior to adsorption experiments, which was previously reported to completely desorb Pi
from PBP (Venkiteshwaran et al., 2018).
5.2.2

Phosphorus Adsorption Experiments

5.2.2.1 Phosphorus Adsorption Kinetics
To examine phosphorus adsorption kinetics using the PBP-IOP adsorbent, 20 mg
-1
PBP-IOPs were placed in a 2-mL microcentrifuge tube with 1 mg PO34 L (prepared in

Tris-HCl buffer at pH 7). The samples were mixed at 30 rpm using a multi-purpose tube
rotator at room temperature for 1, 5, 10, 20, or 40 min. Triplicate samples at each reaction
time were conducted. The Pi concentrations before and after adsorption were measured
using the standard ascorbic acid method (APHA, 2005). The data was used to calculate the
adsorption capacity by applying a mass balance relationship (Equation 5.1), as described
by Wu et al. (2020).

qt =

(C0 - Ct )V

m

(eq 5.1)

where qt is the amount of phosphorus (mg g-1) adsorbed at time (t), Ct is the phosphorus
concentration in solution (mg L-1) at time (t), C0 is the initial phosphorus concentration (mg
L-1), V is the sample volume (mL), and m is the mass of adsorbent (mg).
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Pseudo first-order (Equation 5.2) and pseudo second-order (Equation 5.3) kinetic
models were used to model the data.

qt = qe (1-e−k1t )

(eq 5.2)

k2 q2e t
qt =
1 + k2 qe t

(eq 5.3)

where qt is the amount of phosphorus (mg g-1) adsorbed at time (t), qe is the amount of
phosphorus (mg g-1) adsorbed at equilibrium time, and k1 (min-1) and k2 (g mg-1min-1)
represent the first-order kinetic rate constant and the second-order kinetic rate constant,
respectively. Parameters for the pseudo first-order model were obtained from a plot of (ln
qt vs. t). Parameters for the pseudo second-order model were obtained from a plot of (t/qt
vs. t).
5.2.2.2 Phosphorus Adsorption Isotherms
Phosphorus adsorption isotherms were investigated by varying the initial
concentration of Pi while keeping a constant dose of PBP-IOP adsorbent. The Pi solution
-1
was prepared in Tris buffer at pH 7 at concentrations of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, or 1 mg PO34 L .

A dose of 20 mg PBP-IOP adsorbent was allowed to react with 1 mL phosphate solution
for 60 min. The samples were mixed at 30 rpm using a multi-purpose tube rotator at room
temperature. The experiments were conducted in triplicate. Once the test was completed,
the reaction solution was separated from the PBP-IOP adsorbent using a magnetic bar and
was analyzed for remaining Pi. The data was then modeled using Langmuir and Freundlich
isotherm models (Equations 5.4 and 5.5, respectively).
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qe =

qmax KL Ce
(1+ KLCe)

qe = KF C1/n
e

(eq 5.4)

(eq 5.5)

where qe is the equilibrium adsorption capacity (mg g-1), qmax is the maximum adsorption
capacity (mg g-1), Ce is the equilibrium Pi concentration (mg L-1), KL is the Langmuir
constant (L mg-1), KF is the Freundlich constant (mg g-1), and n defines the intensity of the
adsorption process (dimensionless constant). The Langmuir model’s parameters can be
found from the linear plot of (1/qe vs. 1/Ce), where the KL constant indicates the adsorption
affinity between the adsorbate and the adsorbent, and is related to energy of adsorption
(ΔG) and enthalpy change (ΔH). The Freundlich model’s parameters are calculated from
the linear plot of (log qe vs. log Ce).
5.2.2.3 Effect of pH, Temperature, and Ionic Strength
Adsorption batch experiments were conducted to determine the effect of various
experimental conditions on Pi adsorption. Temperature, pH, and ionic strength are essential
factors in determining the water/wastewater treatment process performance. For all
independent experiments, the test tubes were mixed at 30 rpm using a multi-purpose tube
-1
rotator. To evaluate the effect of pH on Pi adsorption, 1.1 mg PO34 L solution was

prepared in Tris buffer at pH 4, 6, 7, 8, or 10. The reaction buffer was added to 20 mg PBPIOP adsorbent and mixed at room temperature for 60 min.
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For temperature experiments, 1.1 mg PO34 L solution was prepared in Tris buffer

at pH 7. The reaction buffer was stored at 10, 20, 30, or 40℃ prior to the experiment. The
reaction buffer was added to 20 mg PBP-IOP adsorbent, and the test tubes were also kept
at the designated temperature.
To study the effect of ionic strength on Pi adsorption, reaction buffers at 0.01, 0.05,
-1
0.1, or 0.5 M KCl were mixed with 1 mg PO34 L and 20 mg PBP-IOP adsorbent. The

suspension was mixed at room temperature for 60 min using a multi-purpose tube rotator.
For all experiments, the reaction solution was separated from the PBP-IOP adsorbent using
a magnetic bar and then analyzed for Pi concentration.
5.2.3

Selectivity and Reusability of PBP-IOPs

5.2.3.1 Selectivity of PBP-IOPs
To test the selectivity of the PBP-IOP adsorbent, parallel experiments using 20 mg
PBP-IOPs were conducted using synthetic multi-ion solution and Pi-only synthetic
solution. The multi-ion solution contained a final concentration of 1 mg L-1 each of NaCl,
Na2SO4, NaNO3, NaHCO3, B4Na2O7·10H2O, and KH2PO4. The selected anions are
common competitors for Pi and common constituents of wastewater. The Pi-only synthetic
solution contained 1 mg L-1 KH2PO4. Both experiments were conducted at room
temperature and the test tubes were mixed at 30 rpm for 60 min. The solution was separated
from the PBP-IOP adsorbent using a magnetic bar and analyzed for Pi concentration.
To evaluate the PBP-IOP adsorbent’s performance in more realistic scenarios,
another batch experiment was performed using tertiary wastewater effluent compared to
an equal concentration of Pi-only solution. Tertiary wastewater effluent was collected from
the South Shore Water Reclamation Facility (Oak Creek, WI), and analyzed for water
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quality parameters (Table C1). The initial Pi concentration was 1.2 mg PO34 L . Other

experimental conditions (adsorbent dosage, time, and mixing speed) were identical to the
synthetic multi-ion solution test.
5.2.3.2 Reusability of PBP-IOPs
Recovering Pi as a concentrated solution is important for subsequent reuse. The
PBP-IOP adsorbent must also be reusable such that the Pi binding ability of the system is
restored following desorption (Kuroda et al., 2000). To evaluate the adsorbent’s reusability,
consecutive adsorption-desorption cycles were conducted five times with an initial Pi
-1
concentration of 0.9 mg PO34 L and 20 mg PBP-IOP adsorbent. The adsorption cycle was

conducted for 30 min using 1 mL reaction buffer (pH 7) at room temperature. The
desorption cycle was performed using 1 mL of Tris buffer at pH 11.5 for 10 min, which
was previously reported to completely desorb Pi from PBP (Venkiteshwaran et al., 2018).
After the desorption cycle, a washing step was conducted using 2 mL Tris buffer at pH 7
for 10 min, as previously recommended (Venkiteshwaran et al., 2018). All experiments
were conducted in triplicate at room temperature.
In an additional comparison study for reusability, unmodified IOPs (without PBP
immobilized on the surface) were tested for Pi adsorption and desorption under identical
experimental conditions to the PBP-IOPs tests.
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5.2.4

Statistical Analysis
One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey post-hoc analysis was performed to assess

differences in Pi removal efficiency under various experimental conditions (pH,
temperature, and ionic strength). One-way ANOVA was also used to assess the differences
in Pi removal efficiency for the selectivity and reusability studies. All statistics were
performed using GraphPad Prism with a significance level of α = 0.05.
5.3
5.3.1

Results and Discussion
Phosphorus Adsorption

5.3.1.1 Phosphorus Adsorption Kinetics
The pseudo second-order kinetic model provided the best fit for Pi adsorption using
PBP-IOPs, as shown in Figure 5.1a. Most of the adsorbed Pi was rapidly removed in less
than 5 min and the system reached equilibrium after 10 min as there was no change in the
adsorbed Pi over time. Figure 5.1b shows the experimental data fit to the linear regression
of the pseudo second-order model (t/qt vs t) with R2 ≈1. The experimental data did not fit
the pseudo first-order model well (R2 = 0.56, Supporting Information Figure C1).
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b

a

Figure 5.1 Pi adsorption kinetics using the PBP-IOP adsorbent at room temperature and neutral pH. (a) PBPIOP adsorbent capacity as a function of time modeled using pseudo second-order kinetics, (b) experimental
data fit with linear regression using the pseudo second-order kinetic model. The model’s parameters are listed
in Table 5.1.

The kinetic model parameters are listed in Table 5.1. The pseudo second-order
kinetic results indicated that the adsorption process depends on concentrations of both Pi
and PBP-IOPs. This finding is similar to a previous study by Venkiteshwaran et al. (2020)),
in which PBP was attached to NHS activated Sepharose beads (PBP-NHS resin). However,
the final values of each kinetic model parameter differed between the studies. For instance,
using PBP-IOPs, the kinetic rate constant k2 was 47 g mg-1min-1, which was substantially
higher than other adsorbents used to remove Pi such as iron oxide nanoparticles dispersed
onto zeolite (Xu et al., 2020), ferrihydrite (Mallet et al., 2013), ferrihydrite-impregnated
granular activated carbon (Mahardika et al., 2018), iron oxyhydroxides (Kalaitzidou et al.,
2022), granular ferric hydroxide (Yousefi et al., 2019), ZnO nanoparticles (Do et al., 2020),
and hybrid metal oxides (Gu et al., 2011).
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Table 5.1 Parameters for the pseudo first-order and pseudo second-order kinetic models of Pi adsorption
using PBP-IOPs.

Kinetic Models

Pseudo First-order

Pseudo Second-order

Parameter
k1 (min-1)

0.0061

qe (mg g-1)

0.019

R2

0.56

k2 (g mg-1min-1)

47.03

qe (mg g-1)

0.023

R2

1

The equilibrium capacity (qe ) for PBP-IOPs (0.023 mg Pi per g PBP-IOPs) was
approximately 3.5 times greater than that for PBP-NHS resin at (0.0066 mg Pi per g PBPNHS resin, as reported by Venkiteshwaran et al. (2020). The enhanced equilibrium
capacity is related to the additional number of PBP molecules in the system (which leads
to higher Pi removal). The average particle size of the IOPs was 1 µm, while NHS-activated
Sepharose is 90 µm; therefore, more surface area is available to conjugate PBP on IOPs
compared to NHS-activated Sepharose. NHS-activated iron oxide has a maximum
observed PBP attachment capacity of 14 mg PBP per g IOPs, while NHS-activated
Sepharose has a maximum observed PBP attachment capacity 7 mg PBP per g NHS resin.
However, the calculated qe for PBP-IOPs was lower than other non-PBP adsorbents (Table
5.2).
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Table 5.2 Pseudo second-order parameters for P-selective adsorbents.

Pseudo Second-order
Adsorbent

Study

k2
(g mg-1min-1)

qe
(mg g-1)

EL-MNP@zeolite

0.013

38.61

(Xu et al., 2020)

Ferrihydrite

4x10-4

40.3

(Mallet et al., 2013)

Ferrihydrite-impregnated granular
activated carbon (FH@GAC)

1.85

1.26

FeOOHs

0.25

4.5

Granular ferric hydroxide

0.04

0.64

ZnO

0.01

54.6

4.9x103

0.0066

(Venkiteshwaran et
al., 2020)

47.03

0.023

This study

PBP-NHS resin
PBP-IOPs

(Mahardika et al.,
2018)
(Kalaitzidou et al.,
2022)
(Yousefi et al.,
2019)
(Do et al., 2020)

5.3.1.2 Phosphorus Adsorption Isotherms
Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm models were used to model the profile of the
equilibrium adsorption capacity (qe ) and the equilibrium Pi concentration (Ce) (Figure
5.2a). The experimental data fit both models well, with R2 ≥ 0.99. Although the models
had identical profiles up to 0.6 mg L-1, they diverged at higher Ce values, Langmuir model
provided a better fit (experimentally, working with higher initial Pi concentration would
not provide differentiable Ce values for samples as the removal capacity was limited). The
Langmuir model assumes monolayer adsorption, where active sites are occupied by one
adsorbate molecule each. The linearized Langmuir and Freundlich models are illustrated
in Figure 5.2b and Figure 5.2c, respectively.
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The Langmuir constant (KL) can be used further to determine the feasibility of Pi
adsorption by calculating the dimensionless separation factor (R L), as described in
Equation 5.6 (Ayawei et al., 2017):

RL =

1
1+KLC0

eq (5.6)

where RL = 0 indicates irreversible adsorption, 0 < RL <1 indicates favorable adsorption,
RL = 1 indicates a linear (qe vs. Ce) adsorption curve, and RL > 1 indicates unfavorable
adsorption (Ajmal et al., 2018; Do et al., 2020). For this dataset, RL was 0.6-0.9, indicating
favorable adsorption.
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a

b

c

Figure 5.2 Phosphorus adsorption isotherms using PBP-IOPs at room temperature and neutral pH conditions.
(a) experimental data fit to nonlinear isotherm models, (b) linearized Langmuir model, and (c) linearized
Freundlich model.

The calculated Langmuir and Freundlich model parameters are listed in Table 5.3.
The maximum adsorption capacity (qmax) was approximately two times the experimental
(qe) value, suggesting the presence of some inactive PBP on the IOP surface or that PBP
was unable to bind additional Pi due to incomplete washing. The maximum Pi adsorption
capacity using PBP-IOPs (0.044 mg Pi per g PBP-IOPs) was approximately seven times
higher than the Pi adsorption capacity using PBP-NHS resin (0.0062 mg Pi per g PBP-NHS
resin) (Venkiteshwaran et al., 2020). Increasing the number of PBP molecules attached to
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IOPs (i.e., more available surface area for IOPs compared to NHS-Sepharose) increased
the adsorption capacity. The average functionalized material density (NHS) was 10 times
higher for IOPs (250 µmol per g IOPs) compared to Sepharose beads (25 µmol per g
Sepharose). The adsorption affinity (KL) for PBP-IOPs was 7 to 24 times higher compared
to other adsorbents such as ZnFeZr-coated magnetic particles, flower-like mesoporous
silica loaded with lanthanum, humic acid coated magnetite nanoparticles, and iron oxide
coated granular activated carbon (Table 5.4) (Drenkova-Tuhtan et al., 2017; Huang et al.,
2015; Rashid et al., 2017; Suresh Kumar et al., 2017). The calculated Freundlich constant
(n) fell in the range of 0-10, indicating favorable adsorption (Mahanta and Valiyaveetti,
2013).

Table 5.3 Parameters of Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm models for P i adsorption using PBP-IOPs.

Isotherm Models

Langmuir Model

Freundlich Model

Parameter
KL (L mg-1)

0.753

qmax (mg g-1)

0.044

R2

1

KF (mg g-1)

0.021

n

1.218

R2

0.99
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Table 5.4 Langmuir isotherm parameters for P-selective adsorbents.

Langmuir Isotherm
Adsorbent

KL
(L mg-1)

qmax
(mg g-1)

FMS-0.1 La

0.11

6.1

(Huang et al., 2015)

ZnFeZr @ Fe3O4/SiO2

0.1

32.2

(Drenkova-Tuhtan et al., 2017)

HA-MNP

0.03

3.0

(Rashid et al., 2017)

Fe-GAC

0.08

21.8

(Suresh Kumar et al., 2017)

PBP-NHS resin

192

0.0062

(Venkiteshwaran et al., 2020)

0.753

0.044

This study

PBP-IOPs

Study

5.3.1.3 Effect of pH, Temperature, and Ionic Strength
The effect of pH, temperature, and ionic strength on the Pi adsorption performance
of PBP-IOPs is shown in Figure 5.3. Increasing pH from 4 to 10 significantly decreased Pi
removal from 50% to less than 10% (Figure 5.3a, p < 0.0001). However, Pi removal at
acidic conditions (pH 4 and pH 6) was not significantly different (p =0.64). Solution pH
affects both the degree of adsorbate dissociation and adsorbent surface charge (Nandi et al.
2009 and Choi et al. 2016). Phosphate deprotonates as pH increases, progressing from
3H3PO4 → H2 PO-4 → HPO24 → PO4 , corresponding to the acid dissociation constants

(pKa1 =2.15, pKa2 =7.2, and pKa3 =12.33) (Ajmal et al., 2018). Accordingly, pH controls
the distribution of dominant phosphate species and influences the strength of electrostatic
attraction. Strong competition occurs between phosphate species and hydroxyl functional
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groups at higher pH, consequently creating strong repulsion and reducing adsorption
(Ajmal et al., 2018).
Beyond affecting Pi protonation/deprotonation state, the surface charge of the
adsorbent may affect Pi adsorption as more positive charges accumulate below the point of
zero charge (pHpzc) and more negative charges exist above the pHpzc. For the PBP-IOP
adsorbent, the surface charge of the base material (i.e., iron oxide) is not subject to changes
in speciation as a function of pH due to the presence of a silicon coating (Sharafi et al.,
2018). Therefore, pH would more likely affect PBP’s binding sites and trigger
conformational changes. A fluorescent thermal shift assay of PBP showed that changes in
pH did not significantly alter the thermal stability of PBP (Venkiteshwaran et al., 2018).
Hence, high pH is unlikely to significantly alter PBP structure; however, changes in the
coordination structure of the local binding site could affect Pi adsorption.
X-ray crystallography revealed that Pi binds to PBP through 12 hydrogen bonds
from five different amino acid residues (Thr10, Thr141, Phe11, Ser38, Ser139, Ser142,
Asp56, and Arg135) (Luecke and Quiocho, 1990). PBP had a strong affinity for
2H2 PO−
4 and HPO4 , with a slight preference for the latter (Luecke and Quiocho, 1990). The

pKa values of the amino acid residues range from 9.04 to 9.6, so deprotonation is most
likely to occur at pH > 10, thereby inhibiting hydrogen bond formation between Pi and the
PBP binding site.
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a

b

c

Figure 5.3 Effect of experimental conditions on phosphorus adsorption using PBP-IOPs: (a) pH, (b)
temperature, and (c) ionic strength (KCl). All experiments were conducted for 60 minutes in triplicate, with
± 1 standard deviation denoted by the error bars.
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Temperature is a crucial factor for adsorption at liquid-solid interfaces. Removal of
Pi as a function of temperature is presented in Figure 5.3b. The highest removal was at
room temperature (20℃) and the lowest at 10℃ (p = 0.003). Tukey post hoc analysis
revealed adsorption behavior was similar at 10, 30, and 40 degrees (p ≤ 0.18), all of which
were worse for Pi removal compared to room temperature. Elevated temperatures did not
increase Pi removal, indicating that adsorption was exothermic (Yoon et al., 2014).
Venkiteshwaran et al. (2020) showed that increasing temperature to 43°C reduced Pi
adsorption affinity by 32% ± 8% compared to 22°C. The calculated thermodynamic
parameters confirmed an exothermic process: the estimated enthalpy change (ΔH) was
approximately -6.3 kJ mol-1, the calculated entropy change (ΔS) was 0.12 kJ mol-1 K-1, and
Gibbs free energy (ΔG) was negative (Venkiteshwaran et al., 2020). Consistent with the
proposed Pi-PBP interaction at the binding site (i.e., formation of 12 hydrogen bonds),
noncovalent interactions such as van der Waals forces, hydrogen bonds, and ionic pairs can
be indicated by low enthalpy changes (ΔH < 80 kJ mol-1) (Du et al., 2016).
Alternately, Pi removal is endothermic (requiring an energy input to drive
adsorption) using many other adsorbents such as ferrihydrite, magnetite, or lanthanumdoped activated carbon fiber, as indicated by an increase in phosphate uptake with
increasing temperature (Ajmal et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2011). Therefore, Pi removal using
PBP adsorbents is advantageous over other adsorbents as no energy addition is needed,
promoting efficient Pi removal.
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The effect of ionic strength on Pi removal is shown in Figure 5.3c, which shows
that Pi removal significantly decreased from 66% to 6% when the concentration of KCl
increased 50-fold from 0.01 to 0.5 M (p < 0.0001). Although there is no competition on the
binding site due to the high selectivity of PBP toward Pi, the poor removal performance of
PBP-IOPs towards Pi at high ionic strength (> 0.01 M KCl) may indicate an interruption in
PBP binding affinity (Ledvina et al., 1998; Wang et al., 1994). The dissociation constant
for the PBP-Pi complex (Kd) increased approximately 20 times for 0.3 M of NaCl solution
compared to no-salt solution (Ledvina et al., 1998). The affinity of PBP for Pi was found
to be insensitive to the surface charge potential of the binding site, but extremely sensitive
to electrostatic effects at the level of local hydrogen bonding interactions (Ledvina et al.,
1998). Therefore, increasing ionic strength impeded the formation of hydrogen bonds in
the binding site and decreased Pi uptake.
Unlike PBP-IOPs, ion exchange is the proposed mechanism of Pi removal using
iron oxide adsorbents, i.e., exchange occurs between hydroxide and phosphate on the
adsorbent and forming ionic bond (Xue et al., 2009). High ionic strength decreases Pi
removal due to competition with other anions on the active sites. Competitive anions
increase the adsorption energy barrier of the active sites and reduce the interaction capacity
between the adsorbent and Pi (Liu et al., 2011).
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5.3.2

Selectivity and Reusability of PBP-IOPs

5.3.2.1 Selectivity of PBP-IOPs
To evaluate the PBP-IOP adsorbent’s performance towards Pi removal in more
practical conditions, PBP-IOPs were tested in synthetic multi-ion solution as well as
tertiary wastewater effluent. The adsorption capacity of the PBP-IOP adsorbent for this test
was 40 µg-Pi g-1. Figure 5.4 illustrates PBP-IOP’s selectivity, which was not affected by
the presence of competing anions such as chloride, sulfate, nitrate, bicarbonate, and borate.
The calculated Pi removal percentage was identical (22%) for Pi-only solution and multiion solution (p = 0.99). Similarly, the calculated Pi removal for tertiary wastewater effluent
was the same as the corresponding Pi-only solution (17%). In both scenarios of multi-ion
solution and tertiary wastewater, the amount of Pi removed was similar (0.2 mg/L).

(b) Tertiary Wastewater

Multi-ion Solution

Pi-only

(a) Multi-ion Solution

Figure 5.4 Selectivity of PBP-IOPs towards phosphorus. (a) synthetic multi-ion solution with 1 mg L-1 each
of NaCl, Na2SO4, NaNO3, NaHCO3, B4Na2O7·10H2O, and KH2PO4 versus Pi-only solution containing 0.9
mg L-1 KH2PO4. (b) tertiary wastewater effluent (WW) versus Pi-only solution containing 1.2 mg L-1
KH2PO4.
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The results agree with a previous selectivity study of PBP-NHS resin, in which
competitive anions and cations did not impede Pi removal (Hussein and Mayer, 2022). In
comparison, water constituents substantially reduced Pi removal efficiency using
commercial ferric nanoparticles and hybrid anion resin (HAIX) (Muhammad et al., 2019).
HAIX resin lost up to 36% of its removal capacity when preloaded with nitrate in synthetic
water trials (Muhammad et al., 2019). Trials using secondary wastewater had greater
impact on HAIX removal capacity since both nitrate preloading and simultaneous
competition from other constituents of secondary wastewater are involved (Muhammad et
al., 2019). Commercial ferric nanoparticles were also found to have 76% capacity reduction
using synthetic water compared to HAIX resin (Muhammad et al., 2019). Generally, PBPloaded iron oxide particles provide highly selective Pi removal option with no interruption
from competing ions compared to HAIX or ferric nanoparticles.
5.3.2.2 Reusability of PBP-IOPs
The efficiency of adsorption-desorption of PBP-IOPs over repeated cycles is
important to support its practicality. The PBP-IOP adsorbent was subjected to five
consecutive adsorption-desorption cycles, as shown in Figure 5.5 (only adsorption results
are included). The adsorptive performance of PBP-IOPs over the five cycles was steady at
31% to 34% (p = 0.17). Slight variation in Pi removal was observed for the adsorption
cycles, possibly attributed to material loss during the washing (desorption) step. The results
are consistent with previous studies (Hussein and Mayer, 2022; Venkiteshwaran et al.,
2018), and demonstrate the viability of PBP-NHS resin as a reusable adsorbent.
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Figure 5.5 Reusability of PBP-IOPs performed over five consecutive adsorption-desoprtion cycles. Only
the adsorption cycles are presented. All experiments were conducted in triplicate, with ± 1 standard
deviation indicated by the error bars.

In additional experiments, the Pi adsorption-desorption capacity of unmodified
IOPs (i.e., no PBP attached) and PBP-IOPs was assessed (Figure 5.6). PBP-IOPs were able
3- -1
-1
to remove 0.30 mg PO34 L while IOPs alone removed 0.67 mg PO4 L under the same

experimental condition. Perhaps, the active adsorption sites on IOPs were more than the
active adsorption site of PBP-IOPs. However, for desorption, PBP-IOPs released 0.30
3- -1
-1
mg PO34 L (99% of total adsorbed Pi) whereas IOPs released only 0.08 mg PO4 L (12%

of total adsorbed Pi) after exposure to Tris buffer at pH 11.5. This important finding
demonstrated that PBP-IOPs may offer an improved approach to recover Pi (compared to
IOPs alone) wherein nearly all adsorbed Pi can be recovered in a concentrated form.
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Figure 5.6 Comparsion study of Pi adsorption/desorption capacity between IOPs modified with PBP and
unmodified IOPs. All experiments were conducted in triplicate, with ± 1 standard deviation indicated by
the error bars.

5.4

Conclusions
A PBP-loaded IOP adsorbent was hypothesized to improve the Pi adsorption

capacity over previous PBP systems and to provide enhanced Pi recovery potential
compared to unmodified IOPs. Using PBP-IOPs, Pi adsorption kinetics demonstrated rapid
Pi removal, more than 95% adsorption within 5 min). The Pi adsorption isotherms showed
that adsorption was best described as monolayer adsorption (Langmuir). Conjugation of
PBP to higher surface area (i.e., smaller particle size) increased the overall attachment
capacity. Iron oxide had a maximum observed PBP attachment capacity of 14 mg PBP per
g IOPs, while NHS-activated Sepharose had a maximum observed PBP attachment
capacity of 7 mg PBP per g NHS. The average functional group density (NHS) was 10
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times higher for IOPs (250 µmol per g IOPs) compared to Sepharose beads (25 µmol per
g Sepharose).
Slightly acidic pH conditions (pH 6) and low ionic strength (0.01 M KCl)
demonstrated the best removal efficiency. The highest removal of Pi was observed at room
temperature 20℃, indicating an exothermic process that does not need energy to drive
adsorption. PBP-IOPs were tested in synthetic multi-ion solution as well as tertiary
wastewater effluent. The removal capacity of PBP-IOPs was not affected by competing
anions such as chloride, sulfate, nitrate, bicarbonate, and borate. In both scenarios of multiion solution and tertiary wastewater, the amount of Pi removed was similar (0.2 mg/L). The
adsorptive performance of PBP-IOPs over five consecutive adsorption-desorption cycles
was steady between 31% and 34% for Pi solution. PBP-IOPs released 99% of total adsorbed
Pi whereas unmodified IOPs released only 12% of total adsorbed Pi. Altogether, the results
demonstrated the ability of the PBP-IOP adsorbent to exothermically, rapidly, and
selectively adsorb Pi. The PBP-IOP adsorbent effectively removed Pi from tertiary
wastewater effluent.
The PBP-IOP adsorbent enhanced the removal capacity of Pi compared to previous
PBP systems (i.e., PBP-NHS resin). Yet, Pi removal capacity is still low compared to other
adsorbents. Future work may include working with smaller molecules such as pared down
protein sequences or peptides. Designing engineered peptides to capture and release P i
would not only simulate the functionality of natural proteins but also boost Pi removal
capacity by increasing the attachment density of the functionalized material.
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6

CONCLUSIONS

Inorganic phosphorus (Pi) is literally a critical element for life as a major
component of DNA’s backbone. Rapid growth of plants and high crop productivity require
large amounts of Pi. However, Pi suitable for agriculture fertilization is in short supply in
nature, and global Pi reserves are unevenly distributed. On the flip side of concerns about
P shortages, surplus Pi in water causes eutrophication. The simultaneous scarcity and
overabundance of Pi yields a phosphorus paradox. Tackling this issue is necessary, and
using innovative approaches targeting Pi removal to ultra-low levels with subsequent
recovery for reuse applications can help.
The purpose of this research was to provide insights on potential sustainable
solutions to simultaneously remove and recover Pi under controlled conditions utilizing
immobilized phosphate-binding proteins (PBP). PBP is the constituent of many
microorganisms’ structure responsible for Pi transport into the cell under conditions of low
ambient Pi levels. High affinity and selectivity towards Pi even at low concentrations is a
superior advantage for accessing P. Utilizing PBP as an adsorptive medium could offer a
potential sustainable treatment option for Pi removal and recovery from water/wastewater.
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6.1

Key Findings
This research investigated three prospective immobilized PBP systems and

evaluated their performance for Pi removal and recovery. Microbial surface-displayed PBP
was designed, characterized, and tested for Pi capture and release. The hypothesis was that
exposing the PstS directly to the water matrix by expressing the protein on the cell surface
would facilitate Pi release in comparison to periplasmic PstS, in which case the cell
membrane and perhaps cytoplasmic regulation could impede Pi release. In support of the
hypothesis, surface-expressed PstS provided two times higher ability to release Pi
compared to periplasmic-expressed PstS. Increasing temperature to 40℃ and ionic strength
(up to 1 M) increased phosphate release by 20% and 50%, respectively. Acidic and basic
pH conditions also promoted phosphate release, with the PstS protein releasing ≈ 63%
more phosphate at basic pH levels compared to acidic conditions. Surface-displayed cells
induced to overexpress PBP provided 48% higher phosphate removal compared to
uninduced cells, although removals were generally low. Adsorption/desorption results
provided proof-of-concept of the feasibility of Pi release and recovery using cell-surface
expressed PstS.
A micro-structured immobilized-PBP system was tested in a fixed-bed column
configuration. Fixed-bed column operation using PBP-NHS resin was hypothesized to not
be impeded by the presence of other anions and cations due to the high selectivity of PBP
resin toward Pi. Accordingly, similar breakthrough curves in the presence or absence of
competing ions were expected. The results supported the hypothesis as the resin’s capacity
was unaffected by competing anions, whereas the comparison LayneRTTM ion exchange
column capacity dropped 20% in the presence of other anions. Highly selective Pi
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separation was observed, as illustrated by the sharp S-shape of the breakthrough curves.
There was no significant decline in the column’s performance over three consecutive
cycles in either synthetic solution or tertiary wastewater, substantiating PBP-NHS resin’s
reusability, as well as the potential to recover the captured Pi for subsequent reuse. The
results inform design and scale up of PBP-NHS resin adsorption systems and support the
potential for PBP-NHS resin application in wastewater treatment.
Lastly, a PBP-loaded IOP adsorbent was hypothesized to improve the Pi adsorption
capacity beyond previous PBP systems. Indeed, the PBP-IOP adsorbent had a maximum
observed PBP attachment capacity of 14 mg PBP per g IOPs, while NHS-activated
Sepharose had a maximum observed PBP attachment capacity of 7 mg PBP per g NHS.
Conjugation of PBP to higher surface area (i.e., smaller particle size) increased the overall
attachment capacity. Using PBP-IOPs, Pi adsorption kinetics demonstrated rapid Pi
removal within less than 5 min, with pseudo second-order kinetics. The Pi adsorption
isotherms showed that adsorption was best described as monolayer adsorption, informing
a one-to-one interaction between Pi and PBP. The effect of pH, temperature, and ionic
strength on Pi removal was investigated. Increasing pH from 4 to 10 reduced Pi removal
from 50% to less than 10%. Slightly acidic pH demonstrated the best removal efficiency.
The highest removal of Pi was observed at room temperature 20℃, and the lowest at 10℃.
The Pi removal significantly decreased from 66% to 6% when the concentration of KCl
increased from 0.01 to 0.5 M. The removal capacity of PBP-IOPs was not affected by
competing anions such as chloride, sulfate, nitrate, bicarbonate, and borate. Similar Pi
removal was observed in both multi-ion solution and tertiary wastewater. The adsorptive
performance of PBP-IOPs over five consecutive adsorption-desorption cycles was steady
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between 31% and 34%. Altogether, the results demonstrated the ability of the PBP-IOP
adsorbent to rapidly and selectively adsorb Pi. The PBP-IOP adsorbent effectively removed
Pi from tertiary wastewater effluent, supporting its use in actual removal and recovery
applications.
6.2

Future Work
Phosphate-binding proteins have demonstrated promise as a highly selective

material for Pi capture (Kuroda et al., 2000 and Li et al., 2009). Also, Pi adsorption using
PBP is reversible as a function of pH (Venkiteshwaran et al., 2018), which facilitates not
only removal but recovery. Therefore, PBP-based adsorption systems offer a potentially
sustainable treatment option for Pi removal and recovery from water/wastewater. Although
PBP offers strong potential for use in engineered systems, more effective water/wastewater
configurations are needed before it can be a potential sustainable treatment option for P i
removal and recovery. Specifically, improvements in immobilized PBP’s contact with the
water, operation in flow-through setup, and adsorption capacity are critical.
To address these improvements, this research investigated the performance of three
different configurations of PBP systems to remove and recover Pi. Microbial surfacedisplayed PBP systems (bringing PBP into direct contact with the target Pi) were evaluated
for their potential to remove and recover Pi. Also, utilizing PBP in more practical treatment
configurations (i.e., fixed-bed column) is essential to provide reliable information
pertaining to breakthrough times, adsorption conditions, and the adsorbents’ stability and
selectivity during continuous use. This knowledge gap was addressed for immobilized PBP
bead-based systems compared to an industry-standard ion exchanger. Lastly, the need for
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improved PBP bead Pi removal capacity led to examination of a new PBP-loaded magnetic
system.
The findings improved understanding of alternative approaches to immobilize PBP
for removal/recovery applications, established flow-through column parameters, and
increased the adsorbent capacity of PBP systems over previous reports. For each system,
future work is needed to further advance the potential of PBP system to remove and recover
Pi, as described in the following paragraphs.
For the PBP surface-displayed system, proof-of-concept of the feasibility of Pi
release and recovery was provided. Nevertheless, operational complexity and performance
variation are major challenges for implementation of the PBP surface-expressed system,
similar to existing biological processes, such as EBPR. Possible improvements to be
considered in future work include investigating other microorganisms targeting more stable
induction of the fusion protein. Inducing mutants in the Pst transport system to repress the
cellular interaction might increase the efficiency of the fusion protein in phosphate
adsorption and desorption applications. Additionally, mutations in the PBP itself might be
considered to increase the number of Pi binding sites. The system must also be tested and
optimized for extended treatment applications such as wastewater, stormwater, and surface
water treatment.
For the PBP-NHS resin system, protein immobilization on beads provided stable
and predictable selective Pi removal and recovery potentials, even in real wastewater. Yet,
improvement in PBP attachment capacity are needed to provide a more efficient solution
to remove and recover Pi. The attachment procedure needs further optimization, potentially
by changing the attachment conditions of pH, temperature, or initial concentration of PBP
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in the buffer solution. Having the right mass ratio and functionality of attached materials
is critical for successful conjugation. Also, investigating further types of functionalized
beads offering greater surface area, such as polystyrene or polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA), will increase attachment capacity, considering the differences in material
density, porosity, and particle size.
For the PBP-IOP system, enhanced Pi removal capacity was observed compared to
previous PBP systems (i.e., PBP-NHS resin). However, the Pi removal capacity was still
low compared to other adsorbents. Future work may include working with smaller
molecules such as pared down protein sequences or peptides. Designing engineered
peptides to capture and release Pi would not only simulate the functionality of natural
proteins but also boost Pi removal capacity by increasing the attachment density of the
functionalized material.
Overall, PBP-based systems offer a promising solution to selectively remove and
recover Pi in a concentrated form under controlled conditions. The suggested future work
may better capitalize on their potential.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A Supporting Information - Chapter 3

Figure A1 describes the gene map of recombinant plasmid pTrcHis_B

pTrcHis_B

Figure A1 Gene map of recombinant plasmid pTrcHis_B. laclq is the overexpressed lac repressor. inaK-N
is the N-terminal sequence of the ice nucleation protein (INP). pstS is the phosphate-binding protein encoding
gene. Amp is the ampicillin-resistant gene. The blue area is the poly-histidine peptide (His-Tag).
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Table A1 provides the signal intensity of western blot bands

Table A1 Signal intensity of western blot bands for induced cells.

Channel Signal
Location
Red

Green

Blue

Location-1

6358

23397

35203

Location-2

38641

76181

105775

% Ratio

16.5%

30.7%

33.3%

Average % Ratio

26.8%
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Table A2 provides the functional group assignments for FTIR spectra

Table A2 Peak functional group assignments for FTIR spectra.

Wavenumber (cm-1)

Functional Group Assignment

~ 2918-2850

C-H stretching in aliphatic of cell walls (carbohydrates)

~ 1654

C=O stretching in amides associated with proteins (amide I),
NH2 bending of amines

~ 1540

N-H bending and C-N stretching in amides associated with
proteins (amide II)

~ 1455

C-H deformation of CH2 or CH3 of proteins

~ 1270

COOH and C-O-H vibrations

~ 1100

P=O stretching of phosphodiester, phosphorylated proteins or
polyphosphate products

~ 976

Phosphoryl group PO32- stretching

~ 610-575

P-O-C and C-O-C bonds in phospholipids and aromatics
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Appendix B Supporting Information - Chapter 4

Figure B1 describes the experimental steps for PBP expression and purification

Figure B1 Schematic illustration of phosphate-binding protein (PBP) expression and purification
procedures.
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Table B1 provides characteristics of the tertiary wastewater effluent sample

Table B1 Characterizations of tertiary wastewater effluent (prior to de-chlorination) from the South Shore
Water Reclamation Facility in Oak Creek, WI. Each measurement was performed in duplicate using
approaches in accordance with Standard Methods.

Parameter

Unit

Average ± Standard
Deviation

Total Suspended Solid (TSS)

mg L-1

20±3

Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC)

mg-C L-1

9.4±0.1

Total Hardness

mg L-1 CaCO3

370 ±10

Alkalinity

mg L-1 CaCO3

300 ±10

Chloride

mg L-1 as Cl-

360 ±10

Ammonia

mg NH3 L-1

0.3 ±0.1

Phosphate

-1
mg PO34 L

0.75 ±0.1

Nitrate

mg NO-3 L-1

3.95 ±0.05

Sulfate

mg SO2L-1
4

224 ±0.13

Hydrogen Sulfide

mg S2- L-1

0

pH

---

7.25 ±0.1
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Mathematical Models Fitting at Different Influent Pi Concentrations
Figures B2-B4 illustrate the Thomas, Yoon-Nelson and Adams-Bohart linear regression
analysis and model fits at different influent Pi concentrations.

a

d

b

e

c

f

Figure B2 Mathematical modeling for breakthrough curves at different influent phosphate concentrations
using the Thomas model. Panels a, b, and c show the linear regression analysis, while panels d, e, and f
show the experimental data (points) in comparison to the theoretical breakthrough curves (dashed lines).
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f

Figure B3 Mathematical modeling for breakthrough curves at different influent phosphate concentrations
using the Yoon-Nelson model. Panels a, b, and c show the linear regression analysis, while panels d, e, and
f show the experimental data (points) in comparison to the theoretical breakthrough curves (dashed lines).
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a

d
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f

Figure B4 Mathematical modeling for breakthrough curves at different influent phosphate concentrations
using the Adams-Bohart model. Panels a, b, and c show the linear regression analysis, while panels d, e,
and f show the experimental data (points) in comparison to the theoretical breakthrough curves (dashed
lines).
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Mathematical Models Fitting at Different Bed Volumes
Figures B5-B7 illustrate the Thomas, Yoon-Nelson, and Adams-Bohart linear regression
analysis and model fits at different bed volumes.

a

d

b

e

c

f

Figure B5 Mathematical modeling for breakthrough curves at different bed volumes using the Thomas
model. Panels a, b, and c show the linear regression analysis, while panels d, e, and f show the experimental
data (points) in comparison to the theoretical breakthrough curves (dashed lines).
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Figure B6 Mathematical modeling for breakthrough curves at different bed volumes using the YoonNelson model. Panels a, b, and c show the linear regression analysis, while panels d, e, and f show the
experimental data (points) in comparison to the theoretical breakthrough curves (dashed lines).
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Figure B7 Mathematical modeling for breakthrough curves at different bed volumes using the AdamsBohart model. Panels a, b, and c show the linear regression analysis, while panels d, e, and f show the
experimental data (points) in comparison to the theoretical breakthrough curves (dashed lines).
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Mathematical Models Fitting at Different Influent Pi Flow Rates
Figures B8-B10 illustrate the Thomas, Yoon-Nelson, and Adams-Bohart linear regression
analysis and model fits at different influent flow rates.

a

d

b

e

c

f

Figure B8 Mathematical modeling for breakthrough curves at different flow rates using the Thomas model.
Panels a, b, and c show the linear regression analysis, while panels d, e, and f show the experimental data
(points) in comparison to the theoretical breakthrough curves (dashed lines).
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Figure B9 Mathematical modeling for breakthrough curves at different flow rates using the Yoon-Nelson
model. Panels a, b, and c show the linear regression analysis, while panels d, e, and f show the experimental
data (points) in comparison to the theoretical breakthrough curves (dashed lines).
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Figure B10 Mathematical modeling for breakthrough curves at different flow rates using the AdamsBohart model. Panels a, b, and c show the linear regression analysis, while panels d, e, and f show the
experimental data (points) in comparison to the theoretical breakthrough curves (dashed lines).
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Application of the Bed-Depth/Service Time (BDST) Model
Figures B11-B12 illustrate the application of the bed depth service time [BDST] model at
different Pi concentrations and flow rates.

a

b

c

Figure B11 Experimental data fit to the BDST equation at different influent phosphate concentrations (a)
3- -1
3- -1
-1
0.5 mg PO34 L , (b) 1.0 mg PO4 L , and (c) 1.5 mg PO4 L .
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a

b

c

Figure B12 Experimental data fit to the BDST equation at different influent phosphate flow rates (a) 0.1
mL min-1, (b) 0.2 mL min-1, and (c) 0.3 mL min-1.
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Breakthrough Modeling for Tertiary Wastewater Effluent
Figure B13 shows the linear regression analysis and experimental data fitting for tertiary
wastewater using the Thomas, Yoon-Nelson, and Adams-Bohart models.

a

b

c

d

e

f

Figure B13 Linear regression analysis and experimental data fitting for tertiary wastewater effluent; (a and
b) Thomas model, (c and d) Yoon-Nelson model, and (e and f) Adams-Bohart model.
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Figure B14 illustrates the application of the bed depth service time [BDST] model for
tertiary wastewater.

a

b

Figure B14 Application of BDST analysis for tertiary wastewater effluent: (a) experimental data fit to the
BDST equation, and (b) calculated bed service time for 10% and 90% breakthrough.
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Table B2 provides the Thomas, Yoon-Nelson, Adams-Bohart and the bed depth service
time [BDST] model parameters for tertiary wastewater based on Figures B13-B14.

Table B2 Thomas, Adams-Bohart, Yoon-Nelson, and BDST model parameters for tertiary wastewater
effluent tests.

Model

Thomas

Adams-Bohart

Yoon-Nelson

BDST

Parameter

Value

KTH (L [mg-min]-1)

0.464

q0 (mg g-1)

16.9

R2

0.99

% ε (t0.5)*

1.0

KAB (L [mg-min]-1)

0.214

N0 (mg L-1)

15.0

R2

0.81

% ε (t0.5)

-9.0

KYN (min-1)

0.344

τ (min)

26.8

R2

0.99

% ε (t0.5)

1.0

KBDST (L [mg-min]-1)

0.254

N0 (mg L-1)

11.9

R2

0.99

% ε (t0.5)

2.0

* % ε (t0.5), percentage error for the time required for 50% breakthrough (τ) determined using the
experimental data versus the predicted models.
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Scale-up Design of a PBP-NHS Column
The breakthrough results from lab-scale column tests can be used to design largescale columns using scale-up or kinetic approaches. The scale-up approach relies on
similarities in the empty bed contact time (EBCT) and hydrodynamic characteristics
between lab-scale and either pilot- or full-scale column systems (Jung et al., 2017). In the
kinetic approach, values for the Thomas model constants, obtained from the lab-scale
column data, can be used as the basis for designing a pilot- or full-scale column (Manjunath
and Kumar, 2021). Here, we use the scale-up approach as an example of large-scale column
design using the lab-scale results. The filtration rate (FR) and EBCT values from the labscale column were used as the basis for designing the large-scale column. The calculations
were made using the tertiary wastewater lab-scale column data and the equations below.
The results are shown in Table B3.

FR =

QL
AL

EBCT =
AD =

… (1)
BVL
QL

QD
FR

… (2)
… (3)

HBD = FR * EBCT

… (4)

BVD = AD * HBD

… (5)

MD = BVD * ρresin

… (6)

BTVD = tL * QD

… (7)

MCR = BTVD * C0

… (8)
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MAC =

MCR
qmax

… (9)

where:
FR = filtration rate (cm min-1)
QL = lab-scale flow rate (cm3 min-1)
AL = cross-sectional area of the lab-scale column (cm2)
EBCT = empty bed contact time of the lab-scale column (min)
BVL = bed volume of the lab-scale column (cm3)
AD = cross-sectional area of the design column (m2)
QD = design flow rate (assumed 500 m3 d-1)
HBD = bed height of the design column (cm)
BVD = bed volume of the design column (m3)
MD = adsorbent mass required in the design column (kg)
ρresin = density of resin (g m-3)
tL = lab-scale breakthrough time (min)
BTVD = design breakthrough volume (m3)
MCR = adsorbate consumption rate of the design column (g)
C0 = initial Pi concentration (mg mL-1)
MAC = amount of adsorbent consumed in the design column (kg)
qmax = maximum capacity of the resin (µg g-1)
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Table B3 provides the parameters for scale-up design of PBP-NHS columns.

Table B3 Parameters for scale-up design of a PBP-NHS column.

Parameter

Unit

Value

Filtration rate

cm min-1

0.6

Area

m2

57.9

Diameter

m

8.58

Empty bed contact time

min

1.67

Bed height

cm

1

Bed volume

m3

0.58

Adsorbent mass

kg

609

Breakthrough time

min

20

Breakthrough volume

m3

6.94

Amount of adsorbent consumed

kg

261
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Appendix C Supporting Information - Chapter 5

Table C1 provides characteristics of the tertiary wastewater effluent sample.

Table C1 Characterizations of tertiary wastewater effluent from the South Shore Water Reclamation
Facility in Oak Creek, WI. Each measurement was performed in triplicate using Standard Methods*.

Parameter

Unit

Average ± Standard Deviation

Total Suspended Solid (TSS)

mg L-1

16 ±3

Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC)

mg-C L-1

9.2 ±0.1

Total Hardness

mg L-1 CaCO3

327 ±10

Alkalinity

mg L-1 CaCO3

180 ±10

Chloride

mg L-1 as Cl-

460 ±10

Phosphate

-1
mg PO34 L

1.2 ±0.1

Nitrate

mg NO-3 L-1

8.0 ±0.05

Sulfate

mg SO2L-1
4

224 ±0.13

Hydrogen Sulfide

mg S2- L-1

0

pH

---

7.13 ±0.1

*TSS was measured following Method 2540D from Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and
Wastewater, APHA, 2005. DOC was measured following U.S. EPA Method 415.3 using a Shimadzu TOCVCSN. The rest of measurements were performed using Single Parameter Test Kits from Hach Company.
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Figure C1 illustrates the pseudo first-order kinetic model for Pi adsorption using PBPIOPs.
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Figure C1 Pi adsorption kinetics using the PBP-IOP adsorbent at room temperature and neutral pH. (a) PBPIOP adsorbent capacity as a function of time modeled using non-linear pseudo first-order kinetics, (b)
experimental data fit to linear regression using the pseudo first-order kinetic model.

